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FoMRHI Comm. H 4 - H -

Strings of Silk and other Textiles 

This account of my string adventures follows reading the lively discussion between Ephraim 
Segermann, Mimmo Peruffo, John Catch and John Downing in FoMRHI. 

My Russian friends from the Moscow University Baroque Orchestra complained to me through 
the years about their string problems. In particular the high e string of gut was losing its pitch 
during the concerts, and breaking altogether. The A string managed better, but D had different 
problems of its own. They tried all sorts of solutions pertaining to gut strings, and asked me if 
there were synthetic strings in existence, equal in sound quality but more reliable. There were 
other musicians with the same question on their minds, groups playing a lot outdoors in places 
like Florida and Texas. Finally, armed with some knowledge about Chinese and Persian silk 
strings, as well as some exotic horsehair strings from the Soviet Asia, I launched the twisted part 
of my life. 

Formerly, in emergencies, I twisted some strings using fishing monofilament, with direct twist, 
so I just picked up from that. Soon I realized that no matter how small was the diameter of 
monofilament, the twisted string had mechanical problems. So I switched to nylon floss, or 
thread, and employed a rope twist which produced very reasonable strings. Twist'riP. strings 
under working tension made them very stable pitchwise and produced a quite rich sound quality. 
Using alcohol based soaking sealed them up nicely and gave them the appearance of nice gut 
strings. I started getting comments of sort: "This is the best string I ever used" (Of course I used 
my students and colleagues as guinea pigs). This was the first time I had some very heretical 
thoughts. I kept returning to Peruffo - Segermann arguments about lute bridge hole sizes, loaded 
and pigmented basses, gut catlins etc. By this time my Moscow friends were happy with their es 
and As, and Ds, especially since the sound quality could be fine tuned by adding Mimmo 
Peruffo's Nylgut (thank you, Mimmo), or ZYEX, or other polymers. I was dealing, however, 
with gambas and lutes, and now needed matching basses. Twisted basses were coming out huge, 
in the manner of gut catlins. I knew already that metal wound basses would not match the fine 
quality sound I was getting. Chinese silk string makers were wrapping their strings in silk gauze 
for at least two thousand years. So I wound mine with nylon. They came out just a bit larger in 
diameter than metal wound basses, but were flexible, and felt like a solid gut string, say for the 
harp. What's more, using cotton, linen or hemp for wrapping reduced the diameter even farther 
and made them so responsive under a bow, that it felt like you did not have to work at all! I 
started using these strings in concerts and had listeners comment on "how much better my 
instruments sounded". I made couple of sets for my lutes, and had an eye opening experience, 
where I could not stop playing for a couple of weeks, thoroughly enjoying how it all was making 
sense, especially voice leading in the midrange and bass. Using metallic pigments allowed the 
basses to be even smaller, while amazingly supple and flexible. (Oh yes, I did paint some basses 
bright red; they sounded just fine). I made a few basses with copper pigment; they came out 
brown, quite nice looking, and at that point I had an amazing realization. I_did hold in my hands^ 
strings like this about ten years ago, but very old and somewhat fragile. Franz Streitwieser, then 
the owner of Trumpet Museum in Pottstown, near Philadelphia, asked me to take a look at some 
string instruments in the basement which he was going to sell. There were a few peculiar 
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instruments (which probably attracted his collecting fancy), like viol-cello bodied types, some 
very old crwths, and some viola d'amores, lutes etc. A couple of these instruments (most in very 
poor condition) had what then appeared to me to be some textile cords attached in place of the 
strings. They looked graduated in size, like real strings would be, but I assumed them to be 
decorative rather than musical, because in my mind strings were either gut, metal, or metal 
wound. To satisfy this belief some of these instruments did have gut strings. But now, in the 
middle of my string twisting adventure, I was holding in my hand something looking and feeling 
exactly the same, that was actually a very good working string! So I started making twisted silk 
strings, using thread (I'm still not prepared to go all the way, using raw silk, and cooking in 
potions). They worked as well as the synthetic ones, but had more of an organic quality to their 
sound, very beautiful, somewhat gentler than gut. The thread cooked in fish glue (one of the 
main ingredients of Chinese potions) has a transparent look, more so than a gut string. The 
durability of silk string, however, depends tremendously on the quality of the material and the 
proper twist and processing, especially for the high, hard working ones. But this started taking 
me out of my original intent which is making working synthetic strings. I am a musician first of 
all, and would rather put my time into making music. 

My direct experience with textile strings made me to ask the same question as John Downing in 
one of his comments, maybe the strings in the Renaissance were predominantly of silk, and 
changed to the gut with the general change in the sound attitudes, all the things growing heavier 
and louder, with a less need for refinement, and more for reaching out to more people? I tried an 
old scientific method, accepting a theorem for an axiom, at least for a couple of days to see how 
the data already existing fits. I also had the luxury to, sort of, keep a score with E. Segermann's 
and M. Peruffo's arguments. My silk strings definitely were "well twisted", anyone can see that, 
while gut strings appear to be a uniform body (Mace speaks of twist on every turn). I had to take 
care "to keep it from ruffling, or running upon crosstwists..."(also Mace), the gut string has to be 
broken, or of very bad quality to present such concern. "Clearness of the string to the eye...", -
here is passage from Chinese zither tutor (The Mei-an Ch'in-p'u), describing properly made silk 
strings: "Tightly twisted and translucent ch'in strings are the best... All must be transparent like 
glue... If tightly twisted, they will be pliable and tough, not easily spoiled; if loose,- weak, these 
are easy to see." I can tie the ends of my strings into the knots, or any small curls, like in period 
paintings. I can wrap the bass string on a lute bridge twice around itself, again as in paintings. 
Neither can be done with gut. I can use the same set of strings to play in a = 440, 415, 390. 
Only the dynamic output changes, not the quality of the sound, because the twist picks up the 
slack. 

Then I just went to the library and looked for the information on the silk trade. Apparently silk 
craft was introduced in Sicily by Arabs between X-XI cc, and around the same time or somewhat 
earlier in Spain. (What about the exceptional quality of Spanish strings?). Arab string 
instruments at the time almost invariably used silk strings for the highs, guts for the middle and 
wrapped silks for the basses. In Italy Venice was the center of silk industry (Venice catlins?), 
Pistoia was one of the earliest, but dealing mostly with silk threads and cords, not materials 
(Pistoy basses, anyone?), Lyon came in strong, but quite late, at the beginning of XVI c. Could 
this explain why Mace's "Lyons were "not too good"? I tried to find any business reference on 
gut production in the same places at the same time, and could not. Any references to these cities 
being centers of gut string production seem to be based on the names of the strings, not the other 
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way around. Moreover, the same craftsman responsible for making the musical strings were 
supplying the "military complex" with bow strings. The materials they used? Silk, hemp, linen, 
cotton, not gut. How did they seal their bow strings? With fish or animal glue. 

I thought I did pretty well (it might be subjective, of course), and I did not have to say things like 
"The artist depicted string color and size just right, but took a liberty in showing the ends in tight 
curls." or "Maybe only lute bridges with large bass holes are the original ones." (By the way, 
for some reason the sizes of my lute basses correspond exactly with the measurements given by 
Mimmo Peruffo, thank you again, Mimmo). And if my soul ever hardens and I want to wind my 
basses with metal wire, I could use the same machine as I use with textiles. The transition from 
textile to metal winding may have occured in the Renaissance without changing the technology. 

And one more thing, to me the most important one. There are certain qualities and connections of 
the sounds that I worked so hard to achieve and sustain on gut strings. They are produced 
naturally on my instruments with twisted textile strings. Those same qualities I failed miserably 
to achieve on any sort of monofilament lute strings. 

I do wonder now if with the gut strings, we focused on only one possibility to the exclusion of 
others. I do wonder also if other people would enjoy the possibilities given by twisted textile 
strings. 

Alexander Rakov 
22 Elm Street 
Cortland, N Y 13045 
U. S. A. 

e-mail: vokaria@yahoo.com 

mailto:vokaria@yahoo.com
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FoMRHI Comm. 1 7 5 / John Downing 

CATGUT: COMM. 1567 REVISITED 

A basic assumption today is that all lute strings of the 16th and 17th C were made from 
'gut'- invariably taken to mean the intestines of a lamb or sheep. Yet, historical 
references to lute string materials are rare and, when they do occur, include materials 
other than the intestinal fibre of sheep. 
Robert Dowland (1610) and Mace - the two most often quoted historical sources 
concerning lute strings - make no mention at all about the materials used for fabricating 
strings. Margaret Board (1660 - 1672) does. She says that lute strings were made from 
"Sheepes and Carts gutte". Board is clearly making a distinction between sheep's gut and 
a material called catgut.(l) 

So what was catgut? 

Samuel Pepys was an angler of sorts. An entry in his diary for January 1659/1660 records 
that "This day Mr Caesar told me a pretty experiment of his, of angling with a minikin, a 
gut string varnished over which keeps it from swelling and is beyond any hair for 
strength and smallness. The secret I like mightily!" (Comm. 1567). 

Pepys was using angling terminology. 
Early records confirm that anglers made their fishing lines from horsehair (2). The final 
connection between line and hook had to be a fine, strong, transparent line, invisible to a 
fish. This short length of line, known as a 'cast' or 'leader' was usually made from white 
horsehair - referred to by anglers, simply, as 'hair.' 
Horsehair used in commerce today - taken from the tail of the animal - measures from 
0.003 to 0.011 inches in diameter. Its diameter and strength depend upon the breed of 
horse and its diet. 

We know, from the writings of Thomas Mace (1676), that strings called 'minikins' were 
used for lute 1st, 2nd, and 3rd courses as well as for small octave strings (particularly the 
6th octave). 
Pepsy's minikin string was " beyond any hair for strength and smallness", so either lute 
treble strings in the 17th C were a lot smaller in diameter than we imagine today or 
horsehair available to anglers of the period was quite a bit larger in diameter (and 
stronger) than is generally obtainable today. I believe the latter proposition to be the case. 

During the first quarter of the 18th C, an innovative material for freshwater fishermen 
came on to the market. 
The new material, that was to eventually replace horsehair for leaders - as best quality 
horsehair became increasingly difficult to obtain - was a transparent, monofilament line 
of silk known as 'silkworm gut'- or just 'gut' to fishermen. 
According to Herd (3), silkworm gut was first advertised for sale to anglers in 1722 and 
the first angling book to describe the manufacture and use of silkworm gut for leaders 
was "The Compleat Fisherman" by James Saunders published in 1724. In his book. 
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Saunders makes direct comparison between silkworm gut (used for angling) and catgut 
(used for viols and violins). He also confirms that these strings 'resembled a single hair' 
(4). 

SILK FILAMENT AND SILKWORM GUT 

Silk filament, used for making silk fabric, is produced by the caterpillar of the 'Bombyx 
Mori' moth domesticated for this purpose by the Chinese - way back in the mists of 
antiquity. The caterpillar spins a cocoon, prior to pupation, containing a continuous 
double filament of silk around 3000 to 4000 yards (2800 to 3700 metres) in length - each 
filament being about 0.001 inch (0.025 mm) in diameter. This strong, fine filament, after 
treatment and twisting into thread, was used, not only for weaving into silk fabric, but 
also for making articles such as bow strings and musical instrument strings used in 
Middle and Far Eastern cultures (5). 
The technology required for silk production was introduced to the Middle East before 
600 A.D. By the 11th C, the Arabs had established the industry in North Africa, Spain 
and Sicily. Italy was to follow in the 12th C. By the 16th C, France had become a major 
centre for silk production. 

Silkworm gut - known to the Chinese centuries before it became generally available in 
Europe - is a by-product of the silk industry. 
At maturity, the caterpillar of the silkworm moth measures about 3 inches long by about 
0.375 inches in diameter. The silk is produced in two sacs - weighing about 25% of total 
body weight 
Silkworm gut - prepared for use as angling leaders - is made by soaking the mature 
caterpillar in vinegar to kill it and to condition the contents of the sac. The caterpillar is 
then split open and each sac is stretched and set on a frame to dry - the more each sac is 
stretched, the smaller is the diameter of the strand produced. After cleaning, the strands 
are graded according to quality and diameter. A further refinement is to pass the strands 
through sizing dies in order to produce precise and consistent diameters. These are known 
as 'drawn' gut strands. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

By the 19th C, the manufacture of gut leaders for angling was big business - the finest 
quality product being manufactured in Spain. Leaders were made in lengths ranging from 
10 inches to 20 inches and diameters from 0.22 inches to 0.007 inches. However, it was 
possible to make longer strands in the smaller diameters but these were more expensive 
to produce and not generally required by anglers. 
Silkworm gut continued to be produced in quantity until nylon monofilament became 
generally available in the 1950's. 

"Making and Using the Dry Fly - With Valuable Notes on Leaders and Stream Tactics" 
was published in 1934. Author Paul H. Young, a noted flyfisherman of the time, refers in 
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his book to the process of making silkworm gut for leaders. In his book he states that 
silkworm gut was also known as "catgut" meaning "caterpillar gut". 
The question is - was this etymological connection noted by Young simply an 
assumption on his part, or was he making reference (as he implies) to terminology 
familiar to some anglers? Have fishermen known all along that 'catgut' was not made 
from the intestines of a sheep (or a feline!) but from the 'gut' of a silkworm? 

The seaweed CHORDA FILUM, which is common worldwide, is a type of kelp of 
economic importance as a food and for making medicines. This weed occurs as a long 
strand up to 6mm in diameter and 4 metres long, and is found in rock pools and shallow 
sheltered bays. 
Chorda Filum is commonly known as, sea lace, mermaid's tresses, sea lamprey, young 
man's net, lucky minnies lines, mermaid's fishing line, dead man's rope and sea bootlace. 
Scottish fishermen, after stripping away the fleshy outer coating of the weed, used it as a 
tough cord for making fishing lines, nets and ropes. Chorda Filum was also known as 
"CATGUT" - because it resembled in appearance and function the "gut" strands used by 
freshwater fishermen for their leaders(?). 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the origin of the word "caterpillar" comes 
from the Old French 'Chatepelose' meaning "hairy cat" which in turn became ' chate -
piller" meaning "pillaging cat" before the final corruption 'caterpillar' which was adopted 
by Johnson in his "Dictionary of the English Language" of 1755. 
The naming of hairy caterpillars as 'cats' also occurs in other European folk cultures. 

From another perspective, the botanical word 'CATKIN' has nothing at all to do with 
felines. Catkins are so called because they look like little hairy caterpillars! 

In summary, it would seem from this evidence to be quite probable that musical 
instrument strings with names like "catgut" and "catline" were not made from the 
intestines of a feline animal (everyone knows that!) but were either twisted from silk 
filament or were an artificially produced silk monofilament strand - both being perceived 
as being a product of the 'bowels' of a silkworm caterpillar. 
In all likelihood, the 'minikins' of Mace and Pepys were monofilament silk. 

In Comm. 1442,1 proposed that catlines might have been overspun strings made from 
sinew fibre - rather like the nylon overspun strings made for modern classical guitar third 
strings today. (6) 
Alexander Rakov (Comm. 1744) had a better idea. He has, recently, been making twisted 
and overspun strings of this type from silk filament (as well as alternative fibrous 
materials) for bowed and plucked instruments - and they do work! 

Earlier this year, Alexander contacted me and kindly sent some of his experimental 
strings for testing on one of my lutes (a Hieber copy, 60cm string length, strung with 
octave basses). These trials are not complete but the results, so far, are very encouraging. 
The observations in this Comm. were researched and developed from our original (and 
still ongoing) discussions concerning silk technology and instrument strings. 
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NOTES 

(1) The first known reference to catgut as a musical instrument string is in 1599 
according to Segerman (Comm. 15). 

(2) The earliest angling books in the English language are "A Treatyse of 
Fysshyngewith an Angle", published in 1496 by Wynkyn de Worde (Caxton's 
successor) and "The Arte of Angling" by William Samuel published in 1577. 

(3) Dr Andrew Herd, a family practitioner and flyfishing enthusiast and historian 
has just published his book "A History of Fly Fishing" and a republication of 
"The Treatyse of Fishing with an Angle" (Medlar Press, The Grange, Ellesmere, 
Shropshire, U.K.). Andrew has very kindly provided me with information from 
his book about silkworm gut manufacture and use, seen from an angler's 
perspective. 

(4) It is likely that silkworm gut (for anglers) and catgut (for musical instruments) 
was the same material, (made from the silk sac of a silkworm caterpillar) but that 
each was prepared in a different manner. Catgut was silkworm gut preserved in 
oil to keep it flexible. Angling leaders, however, were oil free - prepared for use 
by soaking in water to make them flexible, (at least, this was more recent angling 
practice - not mentioned by Saunders, however). 

(5) Asian and Turkish bows were generally of the reflex type - short and very 
powerful. The bowstrings were made from untwisted silk filaments (for maximum 
tensile strength) bound together with cotton thread wrappings 

(6) For further information on alternative string materials, construction and other 
related topics, see Comms 1318, 1319, 1320, 1352, 1393, 1394, 1395 and 1441 
(Downing) and Comms. 1288, 1350, 1351. 1417, and 1466 (Peruffo). 
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Response to Comm 1744 - 'Strings of Silk and other Textiles' 

I have met many older musicians who started their playing of music using gut strings. They usually 
consider that modern strings are better in every way, and gut is better forgotten. But the early music 
culture (at least amongst bowed string players) insists that gut strings, being authentic, must be better. 
Most are willing to endure the less stability and durability and greater expense of gut strings to use 
them as a badge of their making the effort to be authentic. Some though are quite set against gut (some 
because they take vegetarianism very seriously), which has led them to seek historically possible 
alternative materials or a modem material that produces a sound that is indistinguishable from gut. The 
lute players have gone further, attempting to convince the early music community that their plastic 
strings sound the same as early gut, which was better than modern gut. 

In Comm 1744, Rakov describes his experiences with twisting alternatives to gut. I am glad that he 
mentions twisting fishing monofilament strings as emergency substitutions for gut. It works better 
than single monofilament for top strings of bowed instruments, probably because there is less 
tendency to squeal if the bow movement is not accurately perpendicular to the string. I suspect that 
this is the primary reason why single monofilament strings have not been used on bowed instruments. 
I have found the squeal to be an excitement of the longitudinal compressional vibrating mode of the 
string by the small component of the bow's motion parallel to it. The twisted fibre construction of a 
gut string is good at absorbing that vibration. A twisted monofilament also does this much more than 
a single monofilament. A thick rubber washer inserted under the string on top of the bridge does this 
for a metal string, and it might work for a single monofilament string. 

Next Rakov reports making excellent strings by twisting nylon floss or thread under working tension, 
sealing them by soaking in something involving alcohol. It would be useful to others who might want 
to follow his lead if he went into more detail about his method. 

Rakov then shifts his attention to bass strings for lutes and viols, where he feels that nylon floss with 
metal winding does not match the fine quality sound he was getting on his treble strings. When he 
twisted basses like he did his treble ones, they came out too thick, but he reports that winding with 
nylon on a thinner core, the strings came out just a bit thicker than metal-wound basses, while winding 
with cotton, linen or hemp the strings came out even thinner. If he was just reporting experiments 
using the materials at hand, there is nothing remarkable here, but if as he implies, he is reporting 
strings that truly balance with his treble strings in all playing circumstances, on bowed as well as 
plucked instruments, this is very remarkable indeed! 

On the bowed string, with the same bowing speed, the sound output depends on the force variation 
that the string exerts on the bridge, which is proportional to the string tension, which is proportional to 
the weight per unit length along the string. The reason why metal winding and Peruffo's loading with 
metals and metal salts allow strings to be thinner is because the metal (or metal salt) is much denser 
than gut or nylon, so the string gets to the needed weight per unit length with less volume of material. 
But windings of nylon, cotton, linen or hemp are not any denser than the core, so if the overall 
diameter is less, the tension must be lower and the sound output less. 

The situation is somewhat different with the plucked string. The sound output still depends on the 
force variation that the string exerts on the bridge, but that only depends on the maximum force of the 
finger on the string during the pluck. The displacement of the string is proportional to the plucking 
force and inversely proportional to the tension. With the same plucking force, lower tension leads to 
higher displacement, which leads to clashing between strings of a pair and between strings and frets. 
That displacement can be kept within limits with nonnal plucking force and low tension by plucking 
nearer the bridge. So lower tension basses can work on lutes, and the early bridge-hole evidence 
indicates that this was common. 

Rakov appears to be learning how to play his lute with historically appropriate string tensions. His 
use of metal pigments with his windings is interesting and novel, but I doubt whether it increases the 
weight per unit length of his strings to a degree comparable with Peruffo's loading. I wish he would 
make and report measurements on his strings so that others can repeat what he has done and know that 
they are experiencing the same string properties that he has described. 
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The covering of strings by low-density materials might have an early European historical precedent. 
Praetorius's wheel-bowed keyboard instrument the Geigenwerck had its heavier strings 'made from 
thick brass or steel, wound with fine parchment; the bottom ones are nearly as thick as those of the 
great bass viol, since some go down to bottom FF and DD'. It is not clear whether the parchment was 
along the full length of the string, or whether it was just near the 'bowing' position (perhaps 
performing a function similar to that of the cotton on a hurdy gurdy string). 

Rakov next discusses silk strings he made from silk thread bound by fish glue. Silk strings, 
especially treble ones, have durability problems (like gut strings), so he did not pursue these 
experiments, since it is a diversion from his original purpose of developing synthetic strings. 
Nevertheless, the rest of his Comm. explores fitting the historical evidence of string properties on the 
assumption that they were silk rather than the usual assumption that they were gut. 

It would be fair enough if Rakov just showed how the various characteristics of strings mentioned by 
Mace and seen in pictures applied to silk as well as gut. but he goes further. By saying that some 
apply to silk and not to gut, he is suggesting that silk was the material of choice. This shows that he 
has not explored gut with any of the imagination, effort and friendliness that he has applied to gut 
substitutes. 

It is true that when Mace did not name the string material in his Chap. VI, where he wrote about 
Minikins, Venice-Catlins, Lyons and Pistoy Basses. But at the beginning of the next Chapter (p. 
70), when discussing placing the frets on the lute, he mentions the fretting of instruments 'Stning with 
Wyar Strings', which could be fretted accurately according to a Mathematical Rule, yet that way 'will 
not hold exactly (always) with our Gutt-Strings..., but in regard to their so often being False, the 
Best way is to place your Frets as you Tune up your Lute, by your Ear. Mace was here clear as to 
what the choices of string material were, and that choice did not include silk. 

Another piece of evidence that Mace was not writing about silk strings is the various cautions he gave 
about avoiding moisture, 'For moisture is the worst Enemy to your Strings'. The primary advantage 
of silk strings has always been that they do not lose strength when left for some time in 100% relative 
humidity, while gut loses about 30% in its tensile strength in those conditions (gut strings on 
instruments hanging on walls often break overnight when the temperature drops, increasing the 
relative humidity). Silk was clearly used as a string material at the time, since it was mentioned as a 
choice in Playford's 1664 wound-string advertisement (though Goretsky's original invention was 
wound on gut). Silk would be the material of choice where exposure to very high relative humidity 
was unavoidable. Most players were able to avoid this by following Mace's cautions, and chose gut. 

Amongst the string information in the Burwell manuscript is that lutes were strung with gut. 
Praetorius's table of instruments (in his Chapter 1) distinguished between those strung with gut and 
those strung with metal. Dowland wrote that when one broke a string, 'if it breake faseld at the end, 
then it is strong, but if it breake stubbed then it is weake'. He was not considering silk strings because 
that is the best way we have found to discover whether a string is gut or silk. 

Rakov's observations about gut are of modern commercially made gut, which is somewhat different 
from gut at different times in the past. What these differences are (and their significance) are part of 
another dispute with another group of anti-gut musicians, and need not be pursued here. 

It is always worthwhile to explore alternative interpretations of the historical evidence, and Rakov is to 
be thanked for focussing our attention on silk strings. Though his theory that silk was generally the 
material of choice over gut is not valid, silk was clearly the material of choice by some musicians, and 
as stringing with it has not seriously been looked into in recent times, Rakov's Comm. is a welcome 
start. 
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On Downing's speculations on catgut in Comm 1751 

John Downing is an indefatigable researcher into a variety of historical technologies and speculator on 
alternatives to ordinary gut for the material of early lute strings. His latest idea is that what was called 
'cats gut' (a term used from around 1600) or 'catgut' (a term used from late in the 17th century), and 
even 'catlin(e)' (a term used from the middle of the 16th century) referred to silk. 

His stated claim is: 'In summary, it would seem from this evidence to be quite probable that musical 
instrument strings with names like "catgut" and "catline" were not made from the intestines of a feline 
animal (everyone knows that!) but were either twisted from silk filament or were an artificially 
produced silk monofilament strand - both being perceived as being a product of the "bowels" of a 
silkworm caterpillar. In all likelihood, the "minikins" of Mace and Pepys were monofilament silk.' 

The presented evidence, that is supposed to be relevant, concerns the leader of fishing lines. The 
leader is a piece of line between the bulk of the line and the hook. The leader needs to be as 
unnoticeable to the fish as possible. John tells us that the main fishing line was made of horse hair, 
and in early records the leader was made of fine high quality white horse hair. 

In 1660, Pepys wrote 'This day Mr Caesar told me a pretty experiment of his, of angling with a 
minikin, a gut string varnished over which keeps it from swelling and is beyond any hair for strength 
and smallness'. For John's conjecture to be true, the term 'gut' used by Pepys, without any 'cat', 
already meant 'silk'. This aspect of the conjecture can be shown to be false by the fact that silk does 
not swell in water as gut does (and thus loses much of its strength), so it would not need to be 
varnished to avoid such swelling. So Pepys's minikin was of real gut (most probably of sheep). 

John next reports an innovation in the 1720s that used silk monofilament for leaders, when it was 
called 'silkworm gut' or just 'gut'. He assumes that at this time, the silk replaced horsehair, but the 
sources he mentions concerning horsehair leaders are from before the 17th century. I suggest that it 
is more likely that the silk replaced gut, and the practice that was Mr Caesar's experiment had become 
standard 60 years on. By then the term 'gut leader' could be contracted to 'gut' with no danger of 
ambiguity. Gut had become more a term of function than of material, and it was retained when the 
material changed. Such a mechanism for change in terminology is also required for John's conjecture 
about lute strings, whenever it is supposed to have happened. During the transition, an intermediate 
term was needed when the material was to be specified, which was 'silkworm gut' for fishing 
leaders. A strong argument against this happening with lute strings is that there is no evidence of 
such an intermediate term in the extensive discussions of lute stringing in history. 

The distinction between silk filament and silkworm gut that John discusses is interesting. Silk 
filament is unwound from the cocoon extruded by the caterpillar from two sacs inside, while 
silkworm gut comes from opening the caterpillar and extracting the sacs themselves and stretching 
them. Silk musical strings were usually made from a bunch of silk filaments twisted together and 
bound with gum arabic. Gum arabic is water soluble, so it is inappropriate for fishing leaders. Being 
a monofilament, silkworm gut is appropriate. The silk filament from a cocoon is about one thou 
(0.025 mm) in diameter and several kilometres long, while silkworm gut is from 7 to 22 thou in 
diameter and 10 to 20 inches long. I can't see why John suggests that catgut for musical instruments 
was silkworm gut when that would not have been long enough for most lutes. 

For lutes, silk has the advantage over gut of being stronger than damp gut. Gut has the advantages 
over silk of being very much cheaper then and being more elastic (i.e. having a smaller elastic 
modulus, which gives the brighter sound of more higher harmonics). Silk mainly would have been 
chosen by affluent musicians who had to play in damp conditions. John admires Rakov's imitation 
eastern strings of silk wound on silk. These could not have been Mace's catlins because they are not 
smooth (and in Comm. 1767,1 quote from Mace where he makes it clear that gut was the material). 

Once again, John Downing teaches us much about remote technologies, and presents slight 
possibilities about lute strings as if they were reasonably probable. It may convince members of the 
anti-gut brigade (probably including vegetarians), but not a proper historian. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 1 7 ^ 5 John Downing 

Further to Comm. 1751: Silkworm Gut and the Origins of the Minikin Lute String? 

By the end of the 19thC, silkworm gut was being manufactured in quantity for two end 
uses - fishing tackle and medical sutures. 

The finest quality gut was made in Spain and at peak production this country 
manufactured an astonishing 90 million gut strands a year - 70% of the output being 
destined for the angling community, the remainder being made into sutures. Other silk 
producing countries such as Portugal, Italy and Sicily also supplied silkworm gut to this 
market. The longest lengths of gut came from Syria. 

Most silkworm gut came from the domesticated silkworm caterpillar (Bombyx mori) 
although other, larger species, (such as the Tussah moth) may also have been used for 
making longer lengths of gut. The process - in essence - was simple but in practice 
required extensive knowledge, skill and expertise to accomplish successfully on a 
commercial basis (1). 

The silk apparatus of the caterpillar consists of two 15inch (38 cm) long glands (2). The 
liquid silk (fibroin - a protein) passes into the larger diameter mid section of the glands 
(silk sacs) where it is coated with sericin (a water soluble protein) before passing through 
two spinnerets in the head of the caterpillar. The liquid silk, spun by the caterpillar, 
hardens on contact with the air - the two resulting parallel filaments being 'glued' 
together by the sericin The diameter of each individual filament is about 0.001 inch 
(0.0254mm) or less and about a mile (1.6km) in length. 

To produce silkworm gut, the caterpillar was selected at a critical stage - just prior to 
starting to spin its cocoon - and killed by immersing it in a strong solution of wine 
vinegar. The corpse was left to soak in the solution for a number of hours - the vinegar 
softening the walls of the silk glands to make them elastic (?). The concentration of the 
acid solution, the temperature and period of immersion, were all critical factors in the 
operation. When soaking was completed, the caterpillar was pulled apart and the silk 
glands removed. The glands were then stretched by hand to the required length and fixed 
to a board to dry. The precise details of the process are not, at present, clear but it is 
assumed that the elastic walls of the silk sac remained intact during the stretching 
operation thus ensuring uniformity of the strand. 

After drying, the residues of the gland walls and sericin were removed from each strand 
of silk by washing in a hot soap solution and the strand was then bleached. The dried 
strands were then sorted, polished, straightened and graded for market. 

There were 5 commercial quality grades applicable to each diameter of gut - a total of 14 
standard diameters ranging from 0.009inch (0.23mm) to 0.022inch (0.56mm). Smaller 
diameter gut, down to 0.003inch (0.076mm) diameter was also available. For the angling 
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market, the graded gut was bundled into hanks of 104 strands for sale. Strand length 
required for fishing tackle was about 20 inches (500mm) maximum but much longer 
strands - measuring several feet in length - were also available (3). 

In appearance, silkworm gut - as prepared for anglers - is smooth, clear, transparent, hard 
and strong - it looks and feels just like monofilament nylon. 
Salmon fishermen made stronger leaders from smaller diameter monofilament strands by 
twisting them together into a cord using a "gut twisting engine" (5). The process was the 
same as that used by rope and cord makers and is described by Kelson (4) who says that 
three strands of silkworm gut - tied together at one end - were twisted together with 
about eight turns of the handle of the engine - a slide bar made of wood with three 
furrows being used to control the evenness of the twist. 

It is not known when silkworm gut was first made, but the process was probably known 
to the Chinese from very early times and, later, to silk producing countries in the Middle 
East and Europe. 

The first silk producing countries outside of China were located in areas of the Middle 
East served by the so called "Silk Road" an ancient trade route from China which 
terminated in the ancient cities of Antioch in Syria and Tyre on the Eastern shores of the 
Mediterranean. Both cities had flourishing silk industries, under Roman jurisdiction, from 
around 68BC. Antioch (now Antakya) became part of Turkey in 1517AD. Tyre (now 
Sur). to the South, is today part of Lebanon. 

The gentleman that I spoke to recently at the Turkish Embassy in Ottawa confirmed that 
'MINIK' was a Turkish word - a diminutive, meaning "tiny" or "very small indeed". 
As far as I know, there are no common roots between the Turkish language(s) and 
English. This then leads to speculation that the source of a very small diameter lute 
string (known in England as a 'Minikin* in the 17thC) may have been the silk industry of 
Turkey or neighbouring silk producing countries - that is they were very thin, but strong, 
transparent strings (Minik strings) made from the "bowels" of a silkworm. 

In Comm. 1397, Eph Segerman concludes his discussion about the "clearness" of gut by 
stating that "It is probably unfortunate that the more we can get the (sheep's) gut to look 
like nylon, the more authentic looking it seems it will be". Yes indeed! 

Notes 

(1) See the article "Spain's Silkworm Gut", The National Geographic Magazine, July 
1951. pl00-108. 

(2) See the article "The Queen of Textiles", The National Geographic Magazine, 
January 1984, p24. 
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(3) In his reminiscences of the Depression years - as reported in "The Portage County 
Gazette" (U.S.A.) - Virgil "Pete" Peters says that Spanish silkworm gut leaders 
were available in 7.5 and 9 ft lengths and cost 60 cents each. Alexander Rakov 
reports having seen a silkworm gut leader about 6ft long in a local fly fishing 
museum The calculated maximum length of a strand of 0.009 inch diameter that 
can be made from the contents of the silk sac of a Bombyx mori caterpillar is 
about 10ft - so the above lengths would seem reasonable. On this basis, the 
maximum theoretical length for a strand of 0.003inch diameter would be about 
90ft! It is doubtful, however, if a strand of such a length and diameter could be 
made by hand stretching? 

(4) Kelson, George M. "The Salmon Fly", London 1895. See also Keene, John H. 
"Fishing Tackle, Its Materials and Manufacture", London 1886. 

(5) Engraving of an angler's (silkworm) gut twisting engine, late 19' C (Kelson?). 
The size appears to be about that of a small fishing reel. Step up gear ratio is not 
known but it seems to be low from the illustration. Surviving examples may be 
found in museums specialising in the history of angling. 

OUT TWISTING ENGINE. 



FoMRHI Comm. 1 7 ^ 6 John Downing 

Silk Strings? - Putting Another Spin on Interpretation of the Sources 

In Comm. 1767, Eph Segerman offers an interpretation of the writings of Dowland, Mace 
and the Burwell manuscript in support of his view that none of the strings mentioned in 
these texts were made from silk. Here is a different interpretation of the same source 
material. 

E.S. - "Amongst the string information in the Burwell manuscript is that lutes were 
strung with gut". 

What is actually written in the Burwell manuscript is that The stringes are made of 
Sheepes & Catts gutte and are twisted with a great deale of Art ... they endure no 
moisture nor any excess heate no more than the lute ... but of the two moisture is the 
worst...' 

The author of the manuscript was making a distinction between two different types of gut 
- only one being the intestines of a sheep (see Comm. 1751). 

E.S. - Referring to Mace chapter VII re. fret placement when using 'Wyar' and 'Gutt-
strings"- "Mace was here clear as to what the choices of string material were, and that 
choice did not include silk". 

Mace's terminology here is generic - he was distinguishing between strings of metal 
(Wyar) and strings that were not made of metal (Gutt). He does not say what kind of 
metal the 'Wyar' strings were made from and, likewise, does not say what kind of 'gut' 
the 'Gutt' strings were made from. In all likelihood Mace could not identify the material 
of his 'Gutt' strings from their outward appearance. They could have been made from 
sheep's intestine, sinew fibre, silk filament or silk strand - as well as other animal fibre. 

E.S. - "Another piece of evidence that Mace was not writing about silk strings is the 
various cautions he gave about avoiding moisture 'For moisture is the worst enemy to 
your strings.' 

This statement by Mace is not remarkable. It does not uniquely apply to strings made 
from sheep's intestine - but applies equally to strings made from other animal fibre, 
including silk filament and silk strand. All of these materials have a great affinity for 
moisture and will swell and become weaker when exposed to a humid atmosphere. Silk 
filament and silk strand, for example, will increase in diameter by about 20% and go 
'soft' when they absorb moisture. Mace was not referring here to the annoying effect 
moisture has on string tuning and string breakage, for he tells us all about that in the 
previous chapter of his book. What is remarkable is Mace's earlier statement concerning 
the storage of strings - "...for they may be very good when you buy them but spoiled in 
A QUARTER OF AN HOUR'S TIME if they take any wet or moist air". He is talking 
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here about new strings - not even strings that are under tension on an instrument. So what 
was the material of these strings - so sensitive to moisture that they lost their viability in 
the space of 15 minutes when simply exposed to humid air (no animal fibre that I am 
familiar with!). How could such a string be a practical proposition anyway when under 
tension on an instrument and subject to the normal environmental vagaries of heat and 
humidity? Was Mace simply exaggerating to make a point - or was this problem not 
related to the string fibre at all but some other factor? 

One possibility is that his strings were of un-stable construction (e.g. simply twisted silk 
filament) or were of two-part construction (an animal fibre winding over a fibre core) so 
that a binder was required to keep everything together until the string was securely 
mounted on an instrument and brought up to tension. If the binder material used was 
itself highly moisture sensitive, then it is likely that such strings would become 
unravelled if stored in moist conditions. (Another example of an unstable string 
construction is the twisted double rope described by Ramelli as being made in the same 
manner as bass viol strings (2)). A stable string - not requiring use of a binder - would 
be one of cord or roped construction or one twisted from sheep's gut (3). The technology 
for making silk instrument strings originated in China at least as early as 300B.C. Early 
Chinese silk instrument strings were made with a binder concocted from fish glue. Fish 
glue is highly moisture sensitive (4). The Arabs used a water soluble gum binder for their 
silk lute strings. 

Chemical treatment of string fibres may also have been a factor in reducing string life 
under moist conditions. Silk filament, for example, will readily absorb metallic salts - a 
property that has been used for centuries by the textile industry to increase the density of 
silk fabrics to make them drape better. The process is called 'weighting' and results in the 
salts combining chemically with the silk protein to increase its density. This process may 
also have been employed to increase the density of silk instrument strings. The downside 
of the treatment is that the strength and durability of the fibre is significantly reduced. 
Reduced string life, however, may not have been considered too much of a problem, all 
else being considered. The historical sources do not tell us how long a lute string was 
expected to last but they do caution against purchasing old or rotten strings so 
presumably strings had a finite and relatively short shelf life. Other sources refer to the 
high cost of maintaining a lute (in strings) so the strings probably did not last very long in 
service either. 

E.S. "Dowland wrote that when one broke a string 'if it breake faseld at the end, then it is 
strong, but if it breake stubbed then it is weake'. He was not considering silk strings 
because that is the best way we have found to discover whether a string is gut or silk" 

Dowland here is giving instructions on how to test the strength of a string (not how to 
differentiate between silk and sheep's gut) - by biting and plucking it until it broke. 
Presumably 'faseld' in this context means frayed (from 'fascicle' or 'fascine') and 
'stubbed' means a clean break? So a good string will break with a frayed end and a rotten 
one will just be bitten cleanly in two when subjected to this treatment. Dowland then 
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warns us - two sentences later, when checking string quality - to watch out for strings 
"faseling with little hayres". 

Strings of twisted silk exhibit a frayed end when broken and can become frayed on the 
surface in use (I have yet to try biting through a rotten silk string though!). Heron-Allen, 
when writing about violin strings at the end of the 19th C complains that strings of twisted 
silk - in common use at the time - are "apt to fray and get ragged". Clearly. Dowland's 
statements could very well have applied to silk lute strings. 

E.S. - "Silk would be a material of choice where exposure to very high relative humidity 
was unavoidable. Most players were able to avoid this by following Mace's cautions and 
chose gut". 

Silk filament and silk strand - like all other animal fibre - readily absorbs moisture and, 
consequently, loses tensile strength and will eventually rot when stored in a moist 
environment (it is also adversely affected by exposure to ultra violet light). So, for 
example, fly fishermen using twisted silk lines, protect them against moisture ingress 
with a coating of varnish but, nevertheless, take great care to hang up the lines to dry 
after each day's fishing for these very reasons (5). 

Contrary to these facts, Heron-Allen advises us that silk violin strings were best for use 
by players troubled with perspiring hands, and for hot or damp climates ... and are but 
little affected by damp.... but are lacking in tone. If Heron-Allen was correct in his 
statements, the moisture resistant nature of these strings was most probably due to their 
being heavily varnished. It is not surprising, therefore, that he considered them to be 
lacking in tone (Heron-Allen was anti-silk, however, and must have had little direct 
interest in, or experience of. using silk strings? Perhaps this is the source of Eph's 
misconceptions about silk strings and moisture?). 

Eph Segerman's assertion that most players chose (sheep's) gut and followed Mace's 
cautions is just an opinion not an historical fact! As silk filament was (and still is) a 
superior material for string making, it seems likely that many string makers would have 
constructed lute strings from silk - particularly as the process was less complicated and 
messy than making sheep's gut strings and as silk strings were historically used from the 
very beginning when the Arabic "Ud" became the lute in Europe. In fact, one has to 
wonder why sheep's gut strings were used at all? Perhaps it was simply vested interest on 
the part of the string makers and the controlling guilds to aggressively market their 
particular speciality product to the exclusion of other alternatives (they made strings from 
sheep's gut for all kinds of end uses not just instrument strings)? 

After all it was the string makers who chose the materials not the players. In all 
likelihood most lute players did not have a clue from what material their strings were 
made or how they were constructed. 
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Notes: 

(1) As silk is sold by weight, the silk industry defines and standardises the moisture 
content of the textile when weighed for sale. 

(2) Stages in the Construction of a Ramelli double rope (see Comm. 1318). According to 
Ramelli, this was the manner in which the strings of bass violins (viols?) were made, 
(...una doppia e grossa corda fatta nella maniera che si fanno le grosse corde dei bassi di 
violoni ... and... une grosse corde et double, faicte en la facon des grosses cordes des 
basse-contres des gros violons... See Comm. 1351). Such a rope, if made from silk 
filament or silk strand, is unstable - i.e. it will unwind once the torsion bar is released -
unless a binder is used to hold everything in place. 
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(3) To test this concept, a Ramelli-style string was made up from a silk lute string, 
formed into a double loop, tightly twisted and stretched between two pins fixed to a 
wooden board. After moistening the string for a few seconds in water, it was then given a 
coating offish glue. The string, when cut free from the retaining pins, did not unravel but 
held its twist. A short piece of the string was then placed in a sealed container together 
with a moistened pad of paper. After 10 minutes, the test piece had begun to unravel 
significantly. 

This test was repeated on a simply twisted instrument string of sheep's gut, a Chinese silk 
instrument string (cord), and a monofilament silk strand (silkworm gut leader). After two 
days, all the test pieces had absorbed moisture, were swollen in diameter and were soft 
and flexible but had not untwisted or deteriorated in any way. The sheep's gut had 
increased in diameter by 24%), the silk cord by 21% and the silk strand by 19%). The 
samples were then allowed to dry and observed to regain their original dimensions and 
condition. 

(4) Another use of fish glue as a binder was in bow construction. For example, Turkish 
reflex bows were of laminated construction - a wooden core with a back of sinew fibre 
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and belly of horn all glued together with fish glue. The quantity of glue used on a bow 
was almost equal to the relative amounts of sinew or horn. These bows could not be used 
in conditions of 70% or higher relative humidity due to softening of the glue. Maximum 
strength of a bow was achieved under dry conditions and bows were often 'conditioned' 
in a heated chamber for several hours before use to ensure maximum power and 
efficiency of the weapon. 

(5) The harvested cocoons of the semi-domesticated Tussah moth caterpillar are sun dried 
and then stored in wicker baskets to prevent mildew and rot. The silk town of Lyon is 
crisscrossed with a network of 'traboules' or tunnels, built in the 16th C to allow silk to be 
transported from place to place without getting it wet. Surgical silk sutures are always 
used dry - they lose tensile strength when wet (see Ethicon Co, Wound Closure Manual, 
Chapter 2). One disadvantage of silkworm gut leaders is that they tend to rot if exposed 
to damp conditions for any length of time. This is considered an advantage by those 
concerned about the environment. 
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FoMRHI Comm. 1805 John Downing 

On Segerman's Speculations on Catgut Etc. in Comm. 1791 

Eph Segerman cannot be faulted for criticizing my optimistic choice of words when I 
speculated about catgut etc in Comm. 1751. However, as Eph himself is inclined to create 
mountains of probability out of molehills of slight possibility, I consider myself to be in 
good company! In responding to his remarks, I shall - to avoid repetition - omit material 
that is already covered in Comms. 1795 and 1796. 

In his Comm., Eph finds it necessary to invent a theory of "terminology transition" in 
order to introduce his idea that lines made from sheep's intestines - not silkworm gut -
replaced horsehair for fishing leaders. 

Horsehair was used by anglers - according to historical record - for making fishing lines, 
as well as leaders, from at least the fifteenth century until the mid nineteenth century, 
when silkworm gut and spun silk lines eventually gained general favour. Silkworm gut 
and silk lines were first advertised for sale on a commercial basis during the eighteenth 
century but these products were initially slow to gain in popularity over horsehair. 

Silkworm gut, however, was reported as being traditionally used by anglers in the Alpine 
regions of Europe by Saunders in his The Compleat Fisherman, 1724. The use of this 
material by anglers, therefore, must predate (by an unknown period of time), its 
introduction as a commercial commodity. Saunders also mentions that silkworm gut was 
being used by anglers in England but that it was not as strong as its European counterpart. 
There does not appear to be any evidence to support Eph's conjecture that sheep's 
intestinal fibre replaced the use of horsehair for angling leaders as silkworm gut 
eventually did. 

Gut (or cat gut) to an angler meant silkworm gut. 

It is doubtful if Eph's assertion - that sheep's gut strings were lower in cost than silk 
strings - can be supported by historical evidence, for one would expect the reverse to be 
true. Silk is easier (and less messy!) to make into uniform strings than sheep's gut and 
hence the labour costs to make silk strings must have been lower. While, no doubt, 
finished silk fabric was very expensive (making it was a skilled process and labour 
intensive), raw silk filament used for string making may not have been a costly material 
(especially during the periods of overproduction that the silk raising industry was subject 
to from time to time). Also sheep's intestines - as a valuable commodity for making into 
strings and cords - would not have been free for the taking. 

Eph tries to "blind 'em with science" when he tells us that sheep's gut, having a smaller 
elastic modulus than silk, gives a brighter sound. Silk lute strings - at least those made 
by Alexander Raykov - produce a bright sound with good sustain. Clearly there is a lot 
more to making viable instrument strings than the magnitude of Young's Modulus for the 
string materials. 
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Eph reckons that silk bass strings could not have been Mace's catlins because silk strings 
are not 'smooth'. Early Chinese strings of larger diameters were wrapped with thin silk 
filament gauzes or ribbons, soaked in fish glue, to make them smooth. 

The manufacture of smooth braided silk lines was mentioned by Diderot (mid eighteenth 
century) but was likely known in much earlier times. (Braided silk lines were later used 
by fly fishermen - because they were smooth and flexible - making them easier to cast. 
Braided silk cord is still used today for surgical sutures - its smooth surface reduces 
friction during the stitching procedure). The braided cords of silk (and other fibres), 
described by Diderot, were known as "ganse". In the Southern regions of France, this 
word is pronounced as 'ganza' (see Comms 1351 and 1393). As regions of the South of 
France were also major silk producing areas, it is possible that lute strings known as 
'gansars' came from this region, were of braided construction and possibly made from 
silk filament at some time (they were also made from sheep's gut during the first half of 
the 16th C - see the Capirola Lute book). 

Making smooth silk strings should not be an obstacle to a string maker. 

Eph claims that Mace makes it clear that his catlins were made from sheep's gut. Mace 
does not! Mace only mentions "gut" strings - comparing them to wire strings - in the 
context of fret placement. He does not specify what kind of "gut" he was referring to - it 
could have been sheep's gut or Catts gut (silk strand or silk filament?) or sinew fibre -
among some of the possibilities. (The only direct historical reference that we have, 
concerning the material that Catalans were made from, is from Shakespeare - see Comm. 
1442 - and he tells us that they were made from sinews - but that is another can of 
worms!). 

One has to wonder if Eph's mysterious vegetarian anti-gut brigade are not against sheep's 
gut strings at all but have yet to be persuaded - despite all of the theories and rhetoric -
that the efforts of the 'historical' string makers, to manufacture viable imitation lute 
basses from plain sheep's gut, have yet to meet with success? Perhaps they are not 
convinced that the flaccid 'thud' produced by some modern 'catlins', made from plain 
sheep's gut twisted like a rope, comes even close to matching historical descriptions of 
lute basses that sounded too loud and had a sustain of 10 to 20 seconds (Mersenne, 
Burwell)? Perhaps these anti gut rebels still have some difficulty in accepting the modern 
theory that 'catlin' strings were named after and constructed like a nautical rope that 
never existed! Perhaps there are more 'proper historians' among the ranks of those 
disbelievers than Eph would care to imagine? Just speculating! 

" Oh had the monster seene those Lilly hands. 
Tremble like Aspen leaves upon a Lute, 
And make the silken strings delight to kisse them. 
He would not then have toucht them for his life .." 

(W. Shakespeare. Titus Andronicus, Act 2, scene 4, lines 44-47) 



rumiv™ U..UH. Ephraim Segerman 

Reply to Downing's Comm. 1805 on silk/catgut 

Of course, I cannot agree that I 'create mountains of probability out of molehills of slight 
probability'. I would never knowingly postulate a theory with slight probability. Such a theory 
would have to be contradicted by evidence. I have often postulated theories of unknown probability 
because there is hardly any supporting evidence, but there would have to be no contradictory 
evidence. There is a big difference between unknown probability and slight probability, as there is 
between a probability judgement based on evidence and one based on expectations. Many 
researchers in the arts equate the amount of supporting evidence for a theory with its probability of 
being true. This is not good scholarship. Contradictory evidence is much more important than 
supporting evidence, since any unambiguous evidence that contradicts the theory should make it 
invalid, as in scientific scholarship. 

My familiarity with linguistic theory is minimal, so I am not in a position to invent any new ones. I 
remember long ago reading a book exploring how objects were named in early times. People often 
used the same word in naming different things if they had common characteristics, such as if they 
moved in the same way or if they performed the same function. One doesn't need any theory to 
realise that modifiers to the names have always been used to distinguish between particular objects 
and others with the same name to avoid ambiguity when that has been important and not obvious in 
the context. And in a context where the ambiguity has disappeared, the modifiers tend to be 
dropped. Thus when in the 16th century the name lira was used both for a small instrument tuned 
in 5ths and a viol played in the same chordal way, either the small one was called lira da braccio or 
the viol was called lirone when the ambiguity was to be avoided. Later in the century, when a new 
bass lira was invented, it was called lira da gamba. By the 17th century, in places where both the 
lira da braccio and the lirone were not played, the ambiguity was gone, and the lira da gamba was 
just called lira. 

In the 18th to 20th centuries, the name catgut was used for thin gut strings of high uniformity used 
for musical instruments, while gut that was not catgut was used for a multitude of other purposes. It 
has usually been assumed that the 'gut' used in contexts other than fishing came from the intestines 
of mammals, most usually sheep. If John has any evidence otherwise, it would give his case some 
credibility (we have a right to expect such evidence to exist because technology has been extensively 
written about in recent centuries). If not, John has to explain how the meaning of gut for musical 
instruments could have changed from coming from sheep recently, to silkworms, and back to sheep 
recently without any supporting evidence. This is a classical situation for the application of 
Occam's Razor. 

As for whether silk strings were more or less expensive than sheep's gut strings, I do not have at 
hand any relevant direct evidence on the matter. What is clear is that silk cloth has always been a 
luxury item in European civilisation, reserved for people of 'quality' showing off their status. It is 
true that most players of lutes and viols had that status, but if the use of a luxury material wasn't 
obvious, as in the strings of an instrument, it seems that the more mundane material was preferred. 
A good example is the lower strings of keyboard instruments, where red and yellow copper were 
used. Silver would be 'better' (i.e. it would give a brighter sound), but it was rarely used. 

John's charge that I try to "blind 'em with science" implies that I don't expect readers to understand 
the science I write about here. I do try to confine the physics and mathematics that I write about to 
what I learned in high school before university, and that includes what the elastic modulus is. I am 
surprised that John, who is thoroughly immersed in historical technology, appears not to be familiar 
with the concept. It is true that the strong effect of elastic modulus on a string's tone is not taught 
in schools, but it becomes evident when one experiments with a variety of strings. As strings get 
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heavier for lower pitches, changes are required tc 
way of doing that is to lower the elastic modulus by increasing twist, leading to high-twist and roped 
strings. Another is to add weight without effecting the load-bearing part of the string by winding or 
otherwise loading the string. The silk lute 6th by Alexander Raykov that we have examined falls in 
this latter category. It is made by winding the silk thread over the first part of it which acts as the 
core. The fraction of the string's weight that bears the load and gives it its brightness is about a 
ninth of the total. The brightness is due to his construction method and does not demonstrate the 
properties of silk as a string material. If John claims that this kind of construction is historically 
valid, I want to know how far back evidence for it goes. The same applies to the 'early' smooth 
thicker Chinese silk strings John describes. 

I am eager to learn whatever John can teach me about making viable instrument strings that have 
historical validity. The definition of historical validity in historical scholarship is that there is 
evidence of considerable use at the time. Those in the historical re-creation business often use the 
much broader definition of it being historical possible. The moral difficulty I see with having such 
different definitions is that the audience is usually led to believe that what they are enjoying is valid 
according to historical scholarship. There is an element of deception when a different definition is 
actually followed, but which one had not been made clear. 

John claims that when Mace referred to gut strings, it is uncertain as to whether they were of 
sheep's gut, two versions of silk, or sinew. There have been considerable attractions to mentioning 
sinews in literature since they can symbolise internal strength (they come from inside and pull on 
muscles), but there is no evidence of them ever being used in professional string making. As for the 
two versions of silk, I doubt whether John can provide any evidence from before the 19th century 
(and as a separate issue, evidence from a field other than fishing) for a product made of silk to be 
called gut. Those for whom there is a big difference between certainty and anything less than 
certainty, John's statement is true and quite meaningful. To those who are willing to deal with the 
real-life issues of probabilities will conclude that Mace most probably was referring to sheep's gut. 

John's concept of the inadequacy of modern gut strings to successfully fill the needs of modern 
musicians is rather out of date, at least on this side of the Atlantic. I am told by an officer of the 
Lute Society that the use of gut for stringing lutes by professionals is increasing steadily. The leader 
of one ofthe leading early baroque orchestras has recently told his violinists that they all have to use 
all-gut stringing, including a catline 4th. The availability of smooth catlines and strings with an 
antique unbleached look has enhanced acceptability. But the increased use of gut is mainly because 
some musicians have been learning how to get the best out of gut, and others can hear the 
attractions. 

A 'proper historian' collects all ofthe available evidence, explores possible theories that can explain 
it all, and picks, as best, the theory with the explanations that are most probable. There is an 
important contribution made by skeptics like John, when they uncover new evidence that, by 
needing to be explained with high probability, can change the choice ofthe best theory. Or they can 
propose a new theory that is better than previous ones. But often such skeptics are also playing to 
another audience: those people who insist on certainty for knowledge, and are very happy with most 
interesting historical questions being unanswered, remaining mysteries. Some of these use 
uncertainty is an excuse to reject any theories they don't like, so they can follow and promote 
whatever speculations they do like as possible historical theories. This activity tends to undermine 
the the public's trust in the disciplined contributions that proper historians make to the advancement 
of knowledge. 
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FoMRHI Comm. | ? £? J. Downing 

Reply to Segerman's Comm. 1830 

By misquoting his source in Comm. 1830, Eph's argument about probabilities likely do not mean 
very much. 

Eph's description of Alexander Rakov's silk lute 6th course string indicates that the construction 
does have historic validity according to at least two surviving sources, the earliest dating to the 
Chinese Song dynasty, 960-1279. The construction of these early Chinese bass strings was 'over 
spun' - smooth silk windings on a silk core - consolidated and 'loaded' by boiling the completed 
strings in a fish glue concoction. 

What I wrote in Comm 1805 over six years ago (memory fades so I took the trouble to check), 
clearly refers only to some modem lute strings of roped construction, not to modem gut strings 
in general. My opinion about these strings comes from experience having tried all gut stringing 
of a lute some years previously. 
Eph does not say if professional lutenists, reputed to have used gut strings at that time, were 
using all gut or partial gut stringing. It would be interesting to know if those who may have used 
all gut stringing did so regularly for 'live' recitals, or only for studio recordings (where the 
quality and balance of the final result may be readily edited and 'enhanced' by the recording 
engineers). 

Eph's nautical rope theory, originally used to promote his idea about how 'Venice Catlines' were 
named and constructed, would now seem to have been just speculation unsupported by historical 
evidence. Although the proposal did sound convincing at the time, I do not believe that this 
disappointing outcome undermined any trust I had, as a member of public, in the disciplined 
contributions that Eph's 'proper historians' may have made to the advancement of knowledge. 
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FoMRHI Comm.                                                                                        John Downing 
 

Silk Strings – Making Sense of the Historical Data – Part 1 
 
Introduction 
Having recently completed a reconstruction of a 14th C five course fretted oud, the next stage of 
the project is to attempt to make a viable set of silk strings for the instrument based upon 
information provided by the early Arab and Persian writers and the early string making practices 
of the Chinese. 
As this project is a work in progress, it is planned to report developments in future Comms. in 
sufficient detail to enable others to make their own strings.  
It is hoped that the results will complement the pioneering work of Alexander Rakov of New 
York who, in recent years, has set out to prove (successfully) that silk strings can be a viable 
alternative to gut for lutes, viols and other related instruments. 
Silk filament is readily available and relatively inexpensive - requiring less preparation than gut - 
so is an ideal material for amateur string making using simple, home made equipment.   
 
The ‘test bed’ oud for this project has a string length of 56 cm (i.e.”woman” size according to 
Turkish oud making traditions – the ”man” size being 58.5 cm). This relatively short string 
length will present more of a challenge when it comes to making viable bass strings than it might 
be for a longer string length although use of a plectrum (misrab or risha = feather or quill) may 
be of some help in generating higher frequency components of the vibrating string. 
The project oud has already undergone some preliminary testing using experimental strings made 
for me some years ago by Alexander Rakov. Although originally designed for a lute of 60 cm 
string length, the performance, response, sustain and tone ‘colour’ of the strings has been 
encouraging. 
The completed oud (see Fig 1) is based upon a geometry previously reported in Comms.1819 
and 1851 derived from an engraving in a later manuscript copy of the 13th C Arabic work “Kitab 
al-Adwar” (the Book of Musical Modes) by Safi al-din Ai Urmawi (1216 – 1294). Other details 
of construction have been gleaned (with some healthy speculation) from early manuscript 
illuminations and other related sources (a long story!). 
 
In 1581, Vincenzo Galilei described the lute as a ‘simple piece of hollow wood over which are 
stretched four, six or more strings of the gut of a dumb beast or of some other material’ (Note 1). 
Galilei here confirms that gut was not the only material used to make lute strings but fails to give 
any information about the ‘other materials’. 
On the other hand there is no question that oud strings from as early as the 8th C. were made from 
gut or silk. (Note, however, that as the European lute was developed from the oud, it would seem 
likely that at some point in history the lute was also strung with silk strings). 
 
The Chinese are thought to have domesticated the silkworm moth (Bombyx mori) around  
1200 BC. for production of textiles. Legend has it that sericulture was first introduced to 
Byzantium in the Middle East at the time of Emperor Justinian 1 in the 5th C.  
Persia had an established silk industry by the 6th C – technology that was then captured by 
conquering Arabs and introduced to the Moorish occupied Iberian Peninsula.  



Sericulture (as well as the wool industry) continued to prosper in Spain until the late 16th C when 
the Spanish economy failed and punitive measures introduced by the Spanish government – 
particularly against the silk industry and its practitioners, the Moors and Jews - brought about the 
demise in that country of these two important sectors of agriculture (as well, presumably, as the 
dependant gut and silk instrument string trades) 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 
 
Historical information about silk oud strings and their construction, sparse though it is, can be 
found in various manuscript sources dating from the 8th C to 14th C.  After the 14th C there is no 
information to confirm for what period of time silk strings continued to be used (but it is likely to 
be until such time as metal overspun strings with silk filament core became generally available 
world wide – late 18th C/early 19th C?) (Note 2) 
As the Persians may have learned how to make silk instrument strings from the Chinese, 
descriptions of string making found in the early Chinese texts may also be relevant. 
One problem facing a would be historical silk string maker is that the early Arab, Persian and 
Chinese texts - as primary sources - are inaccessible to most of us in the West so we are 
dependant upon English translations that may be incomplete with crucial details ‘lost in 
translation’ or couched in confusing terminology by the translators. 
Another problem in trying to replicate early silk strings is that the material itself – silk - is not the 
same stuff today as it was even in the 19th C let alone over a millennium ago. The silk of 



commerce, produced by the species Bombyx mori, is a species that, over the centuries, has been 
selectively bred to produce silk filament suited to specific commercial requirements (for example  
silk filament better suited to modern machine processing at high speed rather than by hand). 
Furthermore, the properties of cocoon silk (diameter, length, strength etc.) are aslo critically 
dependant upon a number of factors - particularly environmental and quality of feed (for 
example silk workers in India have recently report a recent significant deterioration in the quality 
of cocoon silk - thought to be due to acid rain and its adverse effect on silkworm feedstock). The 
same kind of problem likely faces today’s historical gut string makers who are using the guts of 
modern breeds of sheep raised under conditions quite unlike those experienced by the now 
extinct domesticated breeds of sheep formerly used for string making.  
 
Next to examine the properties of silk the material, past and present – Part 2 
 
Note 1  
From a translation of Galilei’s ‘Dialogo della musica e della moderno’ by Oliver Strunk ‘Source 
Readings in Music History’ (New York 1950). A scanned copy of the original ‘Dialogo’ is 
available as a free download in PDF format from the ‘Internet Archives’ website at 
http://www.archive.org. 
 
Note 2 
For information, I purchased a set of oud strings in Cairo in 1964 – French manufacture - with 
gut trebles and wire over spun basses on silk filament core. Perhaps the store was just glad to get 
rid of old stock? I wish now that I had purchased some more sets - for their historical interest 
alone! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FoMRHI Comm.  1937                                                                              John Downing 
 
‘CATGUT’ Revisited 
 
A recent review of a number of Internet sources reveals that the origin of ‘catgut’ 
instrument strings still appears to remain a mystery. Speculation ranges from the sublime 
to the ridiculous (and all unlikely) to the obviously ‘tongue in cheek’. Those versed in 
etymology have tempered these ideas with critical commentary from time to time but 
seem to have no credible alternatives to offer not even that ‘cat gut’ at one time may have 
meant just that – the intestines of a cat (or of a feline animal). We are assured that ‘cat 
gut’ (instrument strings) were never made from the intestines of a cat (after all surely 
everyone knows that they were only made from sheep’s intestines) – yet the well known 
historical record, sparse as it is, suggest otherwise. 
  
By the 19th C. the ‘catgut’ applied to all cords or strings made from the intestines of any 
animal (including sheep), a strong material that had a number of useful applications apart 
from instrument strings 
A 19th C publication “The Workshop Companion “(Note 1) includes the following 
information on how to easily prepare ‘catgut’ from the entrails of sheep or other animals. 

 

 
 

Here the author confirms that ‘catgut’ is a string or cord made from the whole intestines 
of any animal – not only sheep. The article also provides other interesting information 



about the gut string making process including the optimum condition of the animal 
(which relates to its diet and environment), the freshness of the intestines, the use of a 
blunt copper tool to scrape and clean the intestines and the passing of the gut through 
sizing/polishing dies as the completed string dries (and shrinks in diameter) – a process 
akin to the ‘drawing’ of metal into wire it would seem.  
 
Modern historical gut string makers apparently have little choice but to use whatever 
sheep’s intestine material is commercially available – a product primarily destined for 
sausage casings - taken from modern breeds of sheep and chemically preserved in salt 
(Note 2). Sheep’s gut casings are sold graded in diameter from 14 mm to 28 mm. In order 
to fabricate smaller diameter strings from this material the guts must be split – a practice 
that was once banned in Italy under pain of severe punishment (Note 3) where only 
whole guts were employed. 
Recent trials by Mimmo Peruffo using single whole lamb intestines suggest that today the 
minimum diameter of string that it is possible to make from this material ranges from 
0.45 mm to 0.48 mm diameter (Note 4).  
  
The Historical Record  
Mary Burwell in the late 17th C wrote in her lute book (currently known as The Burwell 
Lute Tutor) “The 4th Chap. - Of the Stringes of the Lute ….”  “The stringes are made of 
Sheepes and Catts gutte and are twisted with a great deal of Art … “  
Burwell here is making a distinction between lute strings made from the intestines of a 
sheep and those made from ‘catgut’. 
 
According to the translations of early Arabic and Persian texts by Dr. H.G. Farmer (Note 
5)  the  minstrel Ziryab at the court of Khalif Harun (died 809)  used both silk and gut 
strings for his oud. The gut strings preferred by him were made from the intestines of a 
young lion, these strings giving a much purer tone (than other types of gut?), strings that 
were not affected by changes of temperature and that withstood the strain of the plectrum 
much longer.  
So strings made from the gut of feline animals were used in the past because they were 
stronger than strings made from sheep’s gut and, therefore, by implication might be made 
smaller in diameter giving a brighter tone.. 
 
Al-Kindi (died c. 874) wrote that “the top two strings of an oud were made from silk - 
these being finer in tone than gut strings and capable of withstanding a higher tension 
than strings made from one or two strands of gut “(Note 6).  
So the sheep’s intestines of Al-Kindi’s time were not strong enough to make the small 
diameter, bright sounding top strings. 
 
The author of the 14th C Persian “Kanz al-Tuhaf” notes that both silk and gut strings were 
used on an oud (of five courses) and that sheep’s intestines were better than those from 
goats. The largest diameter gut string (Bamm) was made from three fine strands (or two 
coarse strands) and the fourth string from two fine strands (or one coarse strand) again 
implying that silk was only suitable for the remainder of the strings. 
 



In another 14th C. Persian source (unidentified by Farmer) is noted that gut strings were 
made from sheep and wolf intestines (but that the two types should not be used together 
as the result would be inharmonious!).  
 
The lute strings used by Vincenzo Capirola (c 1520) were made from the whole guts of 
wethers or castrated rams (Note 7). 
 
Athanasius Kircher, the German Jesuit Scholar in Volume 1, page 440 of “Musurgia 
Universalis”, Rome, 1650, (Note 8) tells us that instrument strings are made from animal 
intestines such as those from Ram, Sheep, Goat, Cats and other animals but that the best 
are made from the intestines of Sheep, Goat and Felines (as well as Wolves - but not 
Cattle). He also goes on to mention instrument strings made from silk and vegetable fibre 
suck as flax and hemp. 
 

 
 

On Page 476, Kircher then states that Lute and Theorbo strings are not made from metal 
but consist of the membranes (? nervis) made from animal intestines. 
Kircher makes no specific mention here of the kind of gut used so it can be assumed to be 
from either Ram, Sheep, Goat or Cats - at least as far as Roman string making in 1650 is 
concerned.  
   He also mentions that the largest diameter string of his (10 course) lute is made from 9 
guts diminishing in unit steps of gut strands used for each course as far as the thinnest top 
string that was made from a single strand of gut. 

 
 
English traveler Philip Skippon on his visit to Padua in December 1663 (Note 9) 
described the process of making viol strings in that city stating that they were made from 



the small guts of lambs, kids and wolves but that cat guts were not used. The smallest 
diameter strings were made from a single gut and the younger the animal the finer the 
string. 
   Why Skippon should specifically note that no cat guts were used by the Paduan string 
makers is open to interpretation (Note 10). Why did the Paduan gut string makers say that 
they did not use cat’s intestines (but did use wolf intestines) when the Roman string 
makers of the time used both cat and wolf intestines? Perhaps cat’s intestines were not 
considered suitable for viol strings for some reason? On the other hand, perhaps cat’s 
intestines were used for the smallest diameter strings (rather than lamb’s gut) and the 
Paduan string makers were reluctant to reveal this secret to Skippon?  Or did he know 
nothing about instrument string making and so was surprised to learn that cat’s intestines 
were not used as he understood that they were in Britain?  
 
Cat’s Intestines – Some Information 
According to veterinary sources herbivores such as sheep have much longer digestive 
tracts than the meat eating predator species like cats, lions, dogs and wolves. 
   The small intestine of a domestic cat is said to be about 2.5X body length. So the small 
intestine of an ‘average’ adult cat might be about 5 ft (1.5 metres) in length with a 
maximum diameter of 12 mm – although cat size can vary considerably dependant upon 
breed. This then might also be about the length of the intestine of a new born or very 
young lion cub?  
   The length of a canine’s small intestine, on the other hand, is about 3.5X the animal’s 
body length – or about 12ft (3.6 metres) for a medium sized dog – with a diameter about 
the same as a sheep’s intestine. 
   In contrast, the length of an adult sheep’s intestine is said to be about 45 ft (15 metres) 
although an unweaned lamb’s intestine would presumably be considerably shorter than 
this. 
 
Use of sheep’s intestines for string making would have the obvious economic advantage 
of more material in a single gut. Nevertheless, for a single, whole gut, small diameter top 
string where maximum strength is important, the shorter length of a cat’s intestine should 
not be an obstacle in making an instrument string of sufficient length for most, if not all, 
applications. 
 
Disclaimer 
The feral cat of the 16th/17th C or earlier that may have been slaughtered for instrument 
string making is unlikely to be of the same breed or raised on the same diet in the same 
environment as its modern domesticated counterpart – factors that likely make a critical 
difference to the physical properties of an instrument string made from their intestines. 
Not all intestines would appear to be alike when it comes to instrument string making! 
The purpose of this Comm. is to propose that ‘catgut’ instrument strings, were indeed 
once made from cat’s intestines – but not to encourage anyone today to experiment with 
making strings from the intestines of their neighbourhood cat population! As an 
inveterate cat lover I would suggest that if modern historical gut top strings are 
unsatisfactory  for any reason then a viable alternative might be one of the modern 



synthetic strings such as ‘Nylgut’, PVF plastic, ‘Seaguar’ brand fishing line leaders, a 
lower cost PVF equivalent – or silk.    
 
Notes: 
1) ’The Workshop Companion’ available as a free download from Google books. 
2) Mimmo Peruffo “The Historical Abruzzi’s Stringmaking”. 
3) Patrizio Barbieri “Roman and Neapolitan Gut Strings 1550-1950” The Galpin Society 
Journal May, 2006.  
4) See Mimmo Peruffo’s “The Lute in its Historical Reality” at: 
 http://www.aquilacorde.com 
5) “The Structure of the Arabian and Persian Lute in the Middle Ages” Glasgow Civic 
Press, 1939 
6) Al-Kindi’s oud had four courses – the thickest string (Bamm) of gut made from four 
uniformly twisted strands, the third string of gut made from three strands, the second 
string made from silk of the same diameter as if made from two gut strands and the top 
string (Zir) of silk of the same diameter as one made from a single strand of gut. 
7) ‘ The Capirola Lute Book’, The Newberry Library, Chicago. The strings were tapered 
along their length so were probably made from whole gut. 
8)  “Musurgia Universalis” may be viewed/ downloaded in its entirety at 
 http://echo.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de 
ECHO is a website providing free access to a wide range of historical scientific works  
9) “An Account of a Journey made through part of the Low Countries, Germany, Italy 
and France”. 
10) See also FoMRHI Comm. 1466 “More About Gut Strings” by Mimmo Peruffo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FoMRHI Comm. 1943

'CATGUT'- some comments.

John Catch

John Downing's Comm.1937 is a welcome contribution to this obscure subject - obscure, because
although so much is on record about it, it is too often lacking in essential detail, inconsistent, or of
doubtful validity. What someone has wriften in the past is evidence, but not necessarily truth. Two
(un-named) Londoners, in 1772,'performed - the whole operation' (of gut string making) 'in the
presence of the joint Committees of Chemistry and Manufactures'(of the Royal Society)'to the entire
satisfaction of the Committee,' and before they left the room, the Strings made in their presence
were dried, put into an instrument; and played upon; and, by proper judges, allowed to be equal in
tone and goodness to what are imported from ltaly: on which, each of the candidates had Six
Cuineas given them, as a reward for their trouble' (CSJ Xlll, July 1960, p.gO). Quick workers,
eh?

The writer on 'strings' in the renowned 18thC French 'Encyclopedie'(see Bonta, CSJ Lll, 1999,
pp.376-378) made a commendable effort to describe the fabrication of gut strings in full detail, but
doubted whether he had been told everything that mattered, whether from inadvertence or concern
for trade secrecy.

ls there any other account of the use of drawplates to thin and round off gut strings as they are
used in wire drawing?

Will organologists in the 2,40O's be pondering the nature of the 'tigerlines' which were in supply
some years a8o?

A quick dip into my French/ltalian/German dictionaries shows no hint of a connection between cats
and fiddle strings (a wider survey might be worth while. Walker's dictionary of 1836,after the
definition 'A kind of cord or gut,of which fiddle strings are made..' adds parenthetically 'Either I
have been rnisinformed, or fiddle strings are made in ltaly of the guts of goats,and therefore ought
properly to be called goatgut\. The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes gives no European parallel
to 'The Cat and the Fiddle' such as is not uncommon with similar nursery rhymes. A friend reminds
me that Hart ('The Violin', 1887, p.76'1 writes that 'strings are made from the intestines of the
sheep and the goat, chiefly of the former. The best qualities are made from the intestines of the
lamb, the strength of which is very great compared with those of a sheep more than a year old'.

Downing does well to raise the question of the life style and breed of the animal. Methodical
selective breeding and cross-breeding, and advances in agricultural practice, had by Victorian times
made sheep very different from those of Bach's time. At least on€ anciertt breed survives (the
Hebridean Soay). But the reader is not to suppose that iust a few experiments with Soay gut, mutton
gut and goat gut will tell us all we wish to know. interesting though they might be. The whole issue
is too complex for that.

Raw material supply, in European countries, also raises questions. No problem with sheep - but
lambs? Until well into Victorian times lamb was rather a luxury; mutton was the common dish.
Coats were, and are, certainly kept, but how extensively were they butchered for meat in ltaly or
other European countries? my impression is, very liftle. And cats - could domestic cats in ltaly meet
the string-makers needs (one would suppose that hunting feral cats would be an unattractive way of
life).

All questions, alas, and I offer no opinions. let alone answers. Readers with more specialised
knowledge may be more helpful.



FoMRHI Comm.  1975                                                                                               J. 
Downing 
 
Some Early 20th C. Gut and Silk Oud Strings – an Inspection Report.        
 
A fine Syrian oud, made in Damascus - said to be over 50 years old - has survived with some 
of its original strings. Now under restoration for owner Yair Dalal by Israeli luthier Yaron 
Naor, the old strings have been preserved and submitted for detailed examination (Note 1) 
 
Modern nylon strings for the classical guitar first became generally available during the 
1950's and by about the mid 1960's may have entirely replaced the old style gut and metal 
overspun silk strings on the oud in the Middle Eastern countries (Note 2). Nevertheless, 
despite this recent history, details of their construction may be of interest and worth recording 
for posterity. The manufacturer (or manufacturers) of the strings and country of origin is 
unknown. 
 

 
 
The oud has six double courses of string length of 61 cm. Four courses (second, third, fourth 
and fifth) survive as 15 fragments. 
The second and third courses are of low twist plain gut and the fourth and fifth courses are of 
close wound silver plated round copper wire wound on a silk filament core. 
The strings fragments as received were worn and dirty, the gut strings discoloured and the 
wound strings oxidised with little of the original silver plating remaining. 
 
The core material of the wound strings was verified to be silk filament by the standard burn 
test - applying a flame to a small sample. The sample did not burn but balled up into a black, 
brittle ash with a smell of burnt hair. This test also verified the absence of metal salts in the 
silk – so confirming that the silk filament had not been 'weighted' to increase its density. 
Furthermore the core filaments had been dyed bright red (fragments #01 to #04 and fragment 
#14) and purple (fragments #05 to #07 and fragment #15) confirming that the filament had 
been 'degummed' i.e. the Sericin gum had been removed (of necessity) prior to dyeing. The 



different dye colour together with different direction of twist of the wrapping wire suggests 
that the strings had been made by two manufacturers. 
 
The material of the metal winding was judged to be copper by its colour – a small sample 
being lightly rubbed with a fine abrasive to cut through the surface oxidation to reveal a clean 
metal surface underneath.  
 
The outside diameter of each string and the diameter of the copper windings were measured 
with a 'Starrett' #436 precision micrometer - graduated to 0.01 mm. The direction and degree 
of twist of the gut strings was recorded as well as the direction of winding of the wound 
strings. As received the string fragments had not been identified with reference to their 
position on the oud prior to removal so course locations have been estimated based primarily 
on physical dimensions and calculated pitch values. The results – listed by fragment 
reference number - are as follows: 
 
#01 - copper wire/silk - 0.88 to 0.89 mm dia. Wire 0.16 mm dia. wrapping clockwise. 
#02 - ditto - 5th course. 
 
#03 - copper wire/silk - 0.89 to 0.90 mm dia. Wire 0.16 mm dia. wrapping clockwise. 
#04 - ditto - 5th course. 
 
#05 - copper wire/silk - 0.73 to 0.76 mm dia. Wire 0.10 mm dia. wrapping anti-clockwise. 
#06 - ditto - 4th course. 
 
#07 - copper wire/silk - 0.78 mm dia. Wire 0.1 mm dia. wrapping anti-clockwise. 4th course.  
       
#08 - plain gut - 1.02 to 1.07 mm dia. clockwise twist 20° - 25° angle. 
#09 - ditto - 3rd course. 
 
#10 - plain gut - 1.00 to 1.05 mm dia. clockwise twist 20° - 25° angle. 
#11 - ditto - 3rd course. 
 
#12 - plain gut - 0.82 to 0.83 mm dia. clockwise twist 30° angle.  
#13 - plain gut - 0.85 to 0.88 mm dia. clockwise twist. 2nd course. 
 
#14 – copper wire/silk – 0.9 mm dia. Wire 0.16 mm dia. wrapping clockwise - 5th course. 
 
#15 – copper wire/silk – 0.9 mm dia. Wire 0.20 mm dia. wrapping anti-clockwise – 5th 
course. 
 
Assuming an original Arabic tuning of CC EE AA dd gg c'c' at A440 concert pitch, the 
tension for each of the gut strings would have been been about 4.0 Kg for the second course 
and about  
3.6 Kg for the third course. Assuming reducing string tensions from first course downwards 
the missing first course might be assumed to have a tension of about 4.5 Kg with a diameter 
of about 0.65 mm.   
The equivalent diameters (plain silk) of the wound fourth and fifth courses were calculated to 
be about 1.3 mm for the fourth course and between about 1.7 to1.8 mm for the fifth course 
(Note 3). For the fourth course this gave a calculated tension of 3.2 Kg at A pitch and about 
3.2 Kg at E for the fifth course. This is consistent with reducing string tensions from treble to 



bass and it is anticipated that the missing sixth course may then have had a string tension of 
about 3.0 Kg at C pitch with an equivalent diameter of about 2.1 mm plain silk. So the 
estimated total string tension would have been about 43.0 Kg at A440 pitch standard – rather 
high even for an oud.  
The preference for relatively heavy gauge trebles on ouds no doubt has much to do with a 
preference for deeper, darker sonorities, 'warmer' tone colours and greater loudness than 
might be found with thinner strings.  
It is interesting to note, however, that many of the old oud players – judging from anectdotal 
comment and old recordings dating from the 1920's to 1950 (Note 4) - found that their 
instruments sounded best at a pitch either a semi tone or full tone below the A440 standard 
pitch – as do many players who perform today on old ouds strung with modern plastic 
strings.  
 
For this oud, lowering the pitch by a semitone would reduce string tension of the original 
strings to a more reasonable 38.0 Kg individual string tensions of about 4 Kg (first course) 
reducing to 3.7 Kg, 3.2 Kg, 2.8 Kg, 2.8 Kg and 2.6 Kg (sixth course) – limited by 
inharmonicity of the low twist plain gut third course. 
 
Conclusion 
The results of this study suggest that the oud may have been originally tuned in Arabic tuning 
CC EE AA dd gg c'c' at a pitch standard about a semitone below modern concert pitch of 
A440. 
 
Notes 
 

1) Thanks to Yair Dalal and Yaron Naor for providing the strings for examination and 
for their foresight and willingness in allowing the results to be freely published. 

2) It is not possible to determine precisely when the old style of oud string – in use from 
the late 19th C - was finally replaced by nylon stringing. I purchased a new set of gut 
and wound silk oud strings of French manufacture in Cairo in 1964 (old stock no 
doubt) but this was during the extended period following the post Suez crisis when 
pretty well everything that had to be imported into Egypt was difficult to obtain. 

3) The equivalent diameters for the wound strings was calculated using the established 
basic relationship where the equivalent diameter is a function of the diameter of the 
string, the wire diameter, the wire density and core density – see Comms. 102 and 
163. String tensions were calculated from the equivalent diameter using the Arto 
Wikla 'on line' string calculator. The density of the degummed silk filament core was 
assumed to be 1.3 gm/cc – about the same as gut. 

4) Source Brian Prunka, American professional musician. In conversation with New 
York based Palestinian oud maker Najib Shaheen, Najib said that during his father's 
generation it was usual to tune an oud down to b or bflat below nominal c'. 
(http://www.brianprunka.com) 

 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



FOMRHI COMM -]1j GUT, GUNGE, AND GURUS DAVid Z CTOOKES

Please don't ask me how it has happened, because l'm dashed if I know, but
three of my five communications have turned out to be connected with BED.
The present speculation was born when I considered the new Chinese silk
pyjamas which came into my possession late last December. These pyjamas
are much more comfortable than any nocturnal habiliments that t have ever
worn before. lt intrigued me to discover that they are actually 90% sitk and
10o/o rayon. I shared this fact with an old friend from church who in his eartier
years was responsible for setting up textile plants all over the Far East. He
smiled. After a moment he told me that several natural fibres take on extra
strength, resilience, and general manageability when they are combined with a
small percentage of artificial fibre.
Now here are three questions. Not everyone can afford to buy very expensive
gut strings that don't last, and no one has yet created a durabte artificiat
material that sounds as good as gut. Should we be trying to make strings for
lutes and viols from a mixture of natural gut and artificial fibre? Oi tras
anyone already succeeded in making experimental composite strings? Arewe prepared to follow the example of those African builders who make
serviceable concrete blocks from a mixture of soil and cement?
Five further questions relate to the woodwind department of the early music
consort. A certain amount of gunge accumulates in the bores of cornamuses,
crumhorns, and racketts. How should we get that gunge out? ,,you shouldn,t
be asking such a stupid question," say the authenticity-gurus, ,,because no
one was able to get the gunge out during the sixteenth century."
Oh, dear. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was known for
makers to nail on the necks of their violins, but in time an elegant carved joint
came to take the place of nails. Today not even the authenticity-gurus would
expect a violin-maker to use nails. So let's move back to the woodwind
department. Would anything be lost if we made the bottom end-caps of our
cornamuses and racketts removeable? Would anything be lost if we endowed
our crumhorns with plugged drain-holes? Finally, have you ever tried to wash
out the bore of a cornamuse, or a crumhorn, or a rackett, and if so, did you
notice an improvement in the sound of the instrument afterwards?
Once I met a rackett-maker called Mr A who fitted his instruments with
removeable end-caps. (Each end-cap was held in place by four knurled brassnuts. These nuts looked a bit like old-fashioned battery-terminals.) I greatly
respected Mr A. He wanted to create untrammelled SONTC models of
sixteenth-century musical notes. At their worst, the gurus want to create
VISUAL models of sixteenth-century musical instruments. Sometimes they
can't see the wood for the gunge that clogs their own minds. Witl they
denounce a quartet of knurled brass nuts as no less absurd than a Boehm-
system rackett? lf so, they are akin to the mad schoolteachers who waged a
war on moral grounds against the introduction of the ball-point pen. Alas!
The scholarship of Lilliput has two terminals, and both of them are negative.
By the way, the four brass nuts looked rather attractive on a rosewood rackett.
lf you hate the thought of them, you should make a screw-on rackett end-cap.
You'll need to put a threaded metal band around the end of the body, and a
corresponsive threaded band inside the cap. There! A perfect visual model.



FoMRHI Comm.  2013                                                                     John Downing 
 
Gansars, Catlines, Pistoys and Lyons – Those Silken Lute Strings? 
 

O, had the monster seen those lily hands 
Tremble, like aspen-leaves, upon a lute, 

And make the silken strings delight to kiss them, 
 

Titus Andronicus, Act II Scene IV 44-46 
 

There are no surviving examples of lute mid range and bass strings from the 16th and 17th C so it 
is not known exactly how they were made or from what material. Modern historical string 
makers have assumed that they were made from animal intestines twisted like a rope in order to 
overcome problems of inharmonicity due to the inherent stiffness and relatively low density of 
these larger diameter strings. 
This Comm. briefly explores an alternative possibility – that mid range and bass lute strings were 
made from flexible braided silk cords with a 'weighted' core of spun gold or silver thread. 
 
As strings of the Arabic oud were made either from silk filament or the intestines of sheep, 
felines and canines since the time of Ziryab (8th/9th C) and as it is generally believed that the 
European lute was a direct development of the oud, it seems reasonable to assume that at some 
time in its history the lute also was strung with silk or a combination of silk and gut. 
The first records describing ouds with six courses date to the 14th C. and the seven course oud in 
the early 16th C - coincidental with the first mention of seven course lutes. So by the beginning of 
the 16th C there had been some kind of development in string technology that allowed gut or silk 
strings to function acoustically beyond the pitch of a lute sixth course by at least two semitones 
(down to a 4th below the sixth course pitch according to some contemporary writers). However, 
further significant lute bass string developments did not take place until around the beginning of 
the 17th C – strings known as Gansars, Catlines, Pistoys and Lyons. 
 
Having measured the diameter of bridge string holes on a number of surviving lutes, historical 
string maker Mimmo Peruffo has concluded that the bass strings of these instruments must have 
been constructed from a denser material than gut in order for the strings to be  small enough in 
diameter to fit through the holes. His solution is to 'weight' roped gut strings with heavy metal 
powders such as copper. (Note 2) 
By the end of the 17th C a new type of loaded string became available (that may have slowly 
replaced the older type of bass string) - made with copper or silver wire wound around a core of 
silk (or gut) either as an open spiral winding or close wound (like modern wound lute and guitar 
strings). 
 
It has been suggested that the Catline string was so named because these strings may have been 
made in the Catalonia region of Spain. If this is the case then the Catline string might just as well 
have been made from silk filament rather than gut – Catalonia being one of the major silk 
producing regions of the Iberian Peninsula, an industry established by the governing Moors 
around the 9th C.  
 



What is striking about the sparse descriptions dating from the 17th C of lute mean and bass 
strings is that their names are all associated with some of the predominant silk production centres 
of Europe. In Italy, the silk industry was established by the Arabs and Jews between the 9th and 
11th C, and by the late 14th C the main centres of production were Genoa, Venice, Bologna, Lucca 
and Florence in the North to be joined later by Pistoia and Livorno and other cities by the 16th C. 
In France, Lyon was established as the main centre for the French silk industry in 1536.                                        
During the second part of the 16th C Nuremberg and Frankfurt became two of the centres of the 
German silk industry. (Note 3) 
 
The Historical record 
So what is known about the lute mid range and bass strings from the historical record? Not a lot! 
 
Robert Dowland, 1610   “ there is a kinde of strings of a more fuller and larger sorte then 
ordinary (which we call Gansars). These strings for the sizes of the great and small Meanes are 
very good. Yet also there is another sorte of the smaller strings, which are made at Livornio in 
Tuscanie “ 
“For the greater sorts or Base strings, some are made Nurenburge ..... The best strings of this 
kinde ....... are made at Bologna in Lumbardie and from thence are sent to Venice: from which 
place they are transported to the Martes and therefore commonly called Venice Catlines. 
“ ..... the string makers bring their best strings which were made in the Summer to Frankfort and 
Lypzig Martes” 
“Some strings there are which are coloured, out of which choose the lightest colours, viz among 
Greene choose the Sea-water, of Red the Carnation, and of Blew the Watchet” 
Dowland has nothing to add about the material from which his lute strings were made. 
 
Michelangelo Galilei, 1617 – writing from Munich to his brother  – asked him to obtain “four 
thick strings from Florence for his own and his pupil's needs” Clearly Galilei considered that the 
Florentine strings were superior to the bass strings made in Munich (contrary to Adrien LeRoy's 
assertion in 1574 that the best basses, made from gut, came from Munich). 
 
Mary Burwell, 1676 – states that her (treble?) strings were made from “Sheepes and Catts gutte” 
and were made “at Rome or about Rome and none that are good are made in any other place - 
except the great Strings and Octaves that are made in Lyons at France and nowhere else”. 
 
Thomas Mace, 1676 – notes that there are three sorts of strings – Minikins (trebles), Venice 
Catlines for the 4th and 5th courses and Lyons for the basses. He also mentions another sort of 
string called a Pistoy bass that he conceived was none other than a thick Venice Catline - these 
strings being “commonly dyed with a deep dark red colour. They are indeed the very best, for the 
Basses, being smooth and well twisted Strings, but hard to come by; However out of a Good 
parcel of Lyons Strings, you may (with care) pick those that will serve very well”. 
He also mentions several kinds of strings coloured green, red, blue and yellow. 
Like Dowland, Mace makes no comment about string materials. 
Both Dowland and Mace caution against strings that are 'rotten'. Mace recommends storing the 
strings, close wound together, in moisture/light proof packages to avoid deterioration. 
 
The so called  'gansar' kind of lute string mentioned by Dowland was also used by Italian lutenist 



Vincenzo Capirola (circa 1520) – its name suggesting some kind of roped construction or more 
literally a braided cord not made of gut but from silk filament. This string – assuming that it was 
used on the sixth course - was acoustically efficient enough to be tuned a full tone lower when 
required. 
 
The following definitions of 'ganse' are from L' Encyclopédie by Denis Diderot, 1762 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the dialect of the Southern (silk producing) regions of France, 'ganse' is pronounced with 
emphasis on the final 'e' (i.e. 'gansa' phonetically not 'gans'). 
 
The Early European Silk Industries 
The silk industry in Europe was made up of groups specialising in silkworm farming and cocoon 
processing, reeling and spinning of the silk filament into thread, dyeing of the thread and 
weaving of the thread into varieties of silk cloth and fabrics, the primary product.  
The silk spinning operation also included specialised production of gold and silver threads that 
were incorporated into the higher value silk fabrics. These metallic threads were made by 
wrapping a thin, narrow tape of pure gold or silver around a core of silk filament. Sometimes 
close wound thin round wires of gold or silver were used in place of metallic tape. 
 
A secondary but nonetheless significant product of the silk industry was the manufacture of silk 
trimmings for clothing - haberdashery (or passementerie in France that included round braided 
cords or 'ganse' that often incorporated gold or silver threads - so popular among upper class 
V.I.P's  and the military). The manufacture of these products in Italy was generally a family affair 
– a specialised cottage industry involving skilled female spinners and weavers. (Note 3) 



 
Braided Cords 
Hand made braided cord is an ancient tradition that is still popular today among craft weavers.  
The Chinese produced silk braided cord in two diameters measuring about 0.8 mm and 1.5 mm 
for making into decorative knots and buttons. The Japanese made complex decorative braided 
cords of silk (kumihimo) for tying together plates of Samurai armour as well as for other clothing 
applications. Although fibres other than silk were used for making braided cords, animal gut is 
not listed among them.  
 
Hand braiding the Japanese way employs very simple apparatus – a wooden stool like work table 
with a hole in the centre for the woven braid (and any core material) to pass through and with 
weighted bobbins to carry the individual strands of silk – the weight of the bobbins providing the 
required tension of the braided strands. 
The braid may be made incorporating a central core of any fibrous material, woven around a 
short metal mandrel to make a more elastic hollow braid or woven as a 'solid' braid.  
The simplest round braid is made of four strands – more complex braids must be made in units of 
four strands – 8 strands, 12 strands, 16 strands and so on. 
A skilled 'kumihimo' hand braider can work quickly and efficiently when making a basic 8 strand 
round braid of small diameter – with or without a core. 
 
Wire Drawing of Gold and Silver 
The production of fine wires of soft ductile materials such as pure gold and silver is ancient 
technology - the technique essentially unchanged to this day. Rods of the metal were pulled 
through a succession of holes of reducing diameter drilled/reamed in a soft iron die plate - the 
wire on each pass reducing in diameter and increasing in length. The soft iron die plate allowed 
wear of the holes to be restored by hammering them closed followed by re-reaming to size. By 
this method gold and silver wires as fine as 0.1 mm in diameter or less were made.  
 
Spinning Gold and Silver Thread. 
The incorporation of gold strips or wires into clothing fabric is described in the Old Testament, 
(12 -13th centuries B.C) – the narrow strips being cut from thin plates of beaten gold (gold leaf). 
Gold threads were made by winding the narrow ribbons, spiral fashion, around a core of silk or 
other fibrous yarns or alternatively by close winding fine wire around a fibrous core. (like a 
modern wound instrument string). Typically the width of the hand cut ribbons might be only 0.2 
to 0.3 mm and the wire 0.1 mm in diameter. (Note 4) 
A technical improvement was to make the ribbon from round wire flattened under pressure 
between metal rollers. This method was still being practiced in Persia in the second half of the 
20th C using rudimentary tools. (Note 5) 
Application of the tape onto the core was accomplished with a spinning head carrying a spool of 
the gold tape rotating around the core thread and set to advance in a precise way so that the tape 
covered the core without gaps or overlap. The 20th C. Persian gold tape in this case – after 
flattening – measured about 0.8 mm wide by 0.1 mm thick. 
 
The Early Oud Strings 
So, if Capirola's 'da ganza' and Dowlands 'gansars' were of silk braided cord construction, were 
these an invention of the 16th C or from an earlier date? 



The Ikhwan al-Safa (Brethren of Purity) a group based in Baghdad during the 10th C recorded 
information about the four course oud of their day in the 'risalat al-musiqi' including details about 
the strings - all made from silk strands. The strings –  tuned a fourth apart - increased in diameter 
from treble to bass 'in the most excellent proportions' of 4:3. The number of strands making up 
each string, from treble to bass, is given as 27, 36, 48 and 64 (so also increase by the sacred 4:3 
ratio). (See Comms. 1945 and 1990) 
(In the 14th C Persian work 'Kanz al-Tuhaf', details of the silk strings for an oud of five courses is 
described the strings being 'white, smooth, of equal gauge and well finished'. The twisted strings 
were finished with 'a glue of moderate consistency together with a little essence of saffron 
rubbed on to the strings with a piece of linen until it has penetrated into all parts of the string 
when dry'. Here the number of silk strands given for each string from treble to bass is 16, 24, 32, 
48 and 64. Again – with the exception of the additional treble course – the numbers of strands 
increase by a 4:3 ratio). 
The Brethren do not say how the strings were twisted. However, assuming the silk strands were 
consistent in diameter, just simply twisting the strands together according to the numbers given 
will not result in string diameters increasing by 4:3 ratio. So were the Brethren in error by being 
perhaps over anxious to prove the importance of the 4:3 ratio or are they telling us something 
about how their strings were twisted? They tell us that the treble string should be tensioned as 
high as it can go without breaking. They also understood the relationship between string 
diameter, length and tension as it related to pitch (but make no mention of the effect of density of 
the string material). 
Assuming an oud of string length of 67.5 cm (see Comms 1935 and 1936) and silk treble of say 
0.40 mm diameter, made with minimum twist and tuning f' 329 Hz, c' 247 Hz, g 185 Hz, and d 
139 Hz (A415 pitch standard) with equal string tension. The second course string diameter given 
maximum twist then would be about 0.49 mm diameter (instead of 0.53 mm diameter).The third 
course string diameter made with maximum twist would be about 0.57 mm (short of the required 
0.71mm diameter) and the fourth course string diameter made with maximum twist only about 
0.67mm (should be 0.95mm diameter). 
In order to conform to the required 4:3 ratio diameter increases, the third and fourth course 
strings at least would have to be made in a fashion other than being simply twisted. A roped 
construction would not achieve the required diameter increase and the strings so made would not 
be smooth but bumpy like all ropes. A string of braided silk construction on the other hand might 
not only meet the required diameter increases but would be glassy smooth in its finished, glue 
coated state. (Note 6) 
Note that with the exception of the 27 strand treble string (that would have been simply twisted 
with minimum twist for maximum tensile strength) the remaining strings have strand numbers 
divisible by 4 – a requirement for braided construction. 
 
The silk oud strings of Zyriab (9th C) were dyed yellow, red, white and black. 
 
Braided Lute Strings? 
Could lute bass strings made from braided silk be a practical historical alternative to roped gut, 
the fourth and fifth course strings being plain braid, the sixth and lower course strings being silk 
braided around a soft solid metal core or core of gold/silver thread?  
 
Thanks to the invention of modern high speed braiding machines, small diameter braided cords 



of nylon polymer are today readily available at low cost. Fishing lines designed for trolling are 
available in various diameters. These lines are made of nylon or Dacron filament braided around 
a soft lead core.  
Currently trials are in hand to test these 'ready made' strings prior to embarking on a more 
ambitious project to hand braid more historically accurate silk strings should these preliminary 
tests prove successful. The results of these trials will be reported in a future Comm. 
 
In the meantime here, for information, is the first of the experimental strings - 'smooth and well 
twisted'. This is made from a lead cored trolling fishing line Dacron braided and varnished to 
bind the braided sleeve to the core, improve durability and safely seal the toxic lead core from 
any possible contact with the fingers or the environment. The diameter is 0.78 mm diameter and 
it is currently mounted for testing as the seventh course (unison pair) on a lute tuned in F at A440 
standard (60 cm string length). The seventh course is tuned a full tone below the sixth course i.e. 
78 Hz at 2.3 Kg tension Sustain is about 10 seconds – similar in sustain to that of a worn 
Pyramid wound string equivalent. Sound is free of harsh metallic overtones.  
Tuned to F 87 Hz, tension is 2.9 Kg (string test rig data). Tuned a fourth below at C 65 Hz, 
tension is 1.7 Kg. 
Cost per string – about 10 cents - plus a few minutes work to wipe on two coats of varnish! 
 

 
 
 
A downside of silk filament as a string material is its sensitivity to ultraviolet light (in daylight) 
that causes deterioration in tensile strength over time (as it does for synthetic filaments like 
Nylon). So, for example, nylon parachute fabric exposed to summer sun experiences a loss in 
breaking strength of 52% after a week, 71% after two weeks and 94% after three weeks. The 
degradation of the older silk parachute canopies was even more severe. Sky diving anyone! 
Dyeing and varnishing of silk filament helps to reduce deterioration due to ultra violet exposure 
as well as preventing moisture adsorption. 
Both Dowland and Mace caution against selecting strings that are 'rotten' and Mace suggests 
keeping the strings in waterproof (and light tight?) packages to preserve them from deterioration 
in storage. Silk or gut? 
 
 



Notes 
 
1) See Comm 1944. 
 
2)  'The Lute in its Historical Reality', Mimmo Peruffo, 2008 – Aquila Strings website. 
 
3) The Silk Industry of Renaissance Venice', Luca Molà, John Hopkins University Press, 2000. 
 
4) 'Gold Embroidery and Fabrics in Europe: XI – XIV Centuries', Marta Jaro, National Centre of 
Museums, Budapest. See also FoMRHI Comm. 139 'Metal Covered Threads before 1600', Gwen 
Montagu. 
 
5) 'The Traditional Crafts of Persia', Hans E. Wulff, the M.I.T. Press, 1966. 
 
6) Based upon preliminary trials with twisted and braided silk strings. A simply twisted silk 
strand bundle at maximum twist increases in diameter by about 12% to 18% dependant upon the 
number of strands. For traditional Chinese strings of roped construction the diameter increase for 
the same number of strands is about 29%. 
 
For braided cords (without core), the diameter increase is about another 36% more than the 
simply twisted string diameter at maximum twist.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Fomrhi Comm 2014                Chris Goodwin

A few more notes on silk lute strings

In support of John Downing’s Comm 2013, it may be noted that Patrizio Barbieri, in his important 
paper on instruments strings in The Galpin Society Journal lix (May 2006) has actually discovered a 
documentary reference in a book published in Brescia in 1686 to silk lute strings, quoted below. In 
New York, Alexander Rakov has been making silk lute strings for some years, and Jacob Heringman 
gave a public trial of these at a meeting of the Lute Society in London in 2002. In the spirit of music 
society speaking unto music society, the following pages import short articles from Lute News on this 
subject, the first an essay by Rakov himself from Lute News 58 (June 2001) and (printed a long time 
after the fact) Lute News 78 (June 2006). 
   You can search for previous Comms from the Fomrhi Quarterly on the subject of historical silk 
strings, and read them online,  by going to http://www.fomrhi.org/pages/communications where all 
the 2000 Comms to date are listed, and use the ‘Search’ function.
  See also Alexander Raykov’s ‘How to make silk strings for early instruments’ at
 http://www.silkqin.com/03qobj/strings/raykovstrings.htm







FoMRHI Comm 2019                                                                                            John Downing 
 
'Those Silken Strings' – a Correction to Comm. 2013 and Other Notes. 
 
Comm. 2013 was hastily put together 'at the last minute' so there is an error to correct on page 27 
with reference to the silk strand numbers noted in the 'Kanz al-Tuhaf'.  
I wrote in error:- 
"Here the number of silk strands given for each string from treble to bass is 16, 24, 32, 48 and 
64. Again – with the exception of the additional treble course – the numbers of strands increase 
by a 4:3 ratio." 
Clearly the ratio increase in the number of strands from treble to bass is 3:2, 4:3, 3:2, and 4:3 and 
so incorporates another divine harmonic ratio of 3:2. Among the thread count ratios can also be 
found other ratios 2:1 (32/16, 64/32, and 48/24), 3:1 (48/16), 4:1 (64/16) and 8:3 (64/24). 
According to G.H. Farmer's translation of the relevant segment of the 'Kanz al-Tuhaf' (Note 1) 
there is no mention of string diameter so it may be assumed that with plain silk strings at equal 
tension and tuned a fourth apart, string diameter will increase by 4:3 ratio between courses from 
treble to bass. (Mersenne-Taylor Law and the 10th C. Ikhwan al-Safa) 
 
Assuming a minimum top string diameter of 0.4 mm, the required string diameters for the 
remaining courses would then be:-second course – 0.53 mm, third – 0.71 mm, fourth – 0.95 mm 
and fifth – 1.26 mm.  
If the silk strand diameter is constant for all strings then the cross sectional area of each strand, 
based upon an untwisted top string diameter of 0.4 mm made of 16 strands, would be about 
0.008 mm². This would then give the approximate diameter – untwisted – of the other strings as 
second course – 0.49 mm, third – 0.58 mm, fourth – 0.70 mm and fifth – 0.81 mm. For twisted 
bundles of silk strands diameters would be increased by a maximum of 12% to 18% dependent 
upon the number of strands in a bundle so giving approximate maximum twisted string diameters 
of:- second course – 0.55 mm, third – 0.68 mm, fourth – 0.83 mm and fifth – 0.96 mm. 
 
So both the fourth and fifth course strings would have to be made in a fashion other than simply 
twisted to achieve the required diameters (assuming equal string tension). For a smooth, plain 
braided string (i.e.with no weighted core) the diameter of the fourth course string would be about 
1.13 mm and the fifth – 1.31 mm (based upon an increase over the diameter of a simply twisted 
string at maximum twist of about 36%).  Note also that the thread counts are all divisible by four 
– a requirement for braided string construction. 
 
Some Further observations,  
The appetite of Roman citizens for the meat of baby lambs ensured a plentiful supply of raw 
material necessary for making the finest gut treble instrument strings and so established Rome as 
an important centre for gut string making since at least the early 16th C (Note 2). On the other 
hand Rome – despite the best efforts of the Vatican - did not manage to establish a viable silk 
industry until the second half of the 17th C (Note 3) so likely was never able to compete in silk 
instrument string manufacture - a specialty of other silk producing regions of Italy and Europe 
that were established at least a century earlier (Note 4). 
 
 



In Venice, the production of silk haberdashery increased to the point that in 1593 the Venetian 
'passamaneri' founded an autonomous guild. The trimmings makers in 1596 claimed that they 
were able to fully supply the domestic market and requested protectionist measures against 
foreign imports (Note 3). Presumably these restrictions applied to all imports not only originating 
from the mainland regions of Europe but also from the silk producing regions of the Ottoman 
Empire? 
 
Interesting that a significant proportion of raw silk filament coming annually through Venice 
during the late 16th and early 17th C was imported from Syria and Persia (500,000 pounds per 
annum or about 40% of total imported raw silk filament) under control of the Ottaman Turks and 
that there was a reciprocal trade in finished heavy silk fabrics exported to the Ottoman Empire 
from Venice (Note 3). Perhaps exports from Venice also included silk instrument strings for oud 
and related instruments? 
 
Note 

1) 'The Structure of the Arabian and Persian Lute in the Middle Ages', G.H. Farmer, 1936. 
2) 'Roman and Neapolitan Gut Strings 1550- 1950', Patrizio Barbieri, G.S.J. 
3) 'The Silk Industry of Renaissance Venice', Luca Molà. 
4) For example "Strings made from Sheepes and Catts gutte are made at Rome or about 

Rome and none that are good are made in any other place except the great strings and 
octaves that are made in Lyons at France and nowhere else", Mary Burwell, 1676. 



FoMRHI Comm. 2059       Martyn Hodgson 
 
Early synthetic gut strings, a query 
 
Recently I acquired a violin (probably Mirecourt made) imported by Norman Duke c 1880. In 
the case were various spare strings. One is particularly interesting. The packet has printed on it: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Violin D or 3rd 
Synthetic gut 
1 length 
No.603 
 
for 
SWEETER TONE 
FULLER VOLUME 
 
SUMMIT string 
British Music and tennis strings Ltd. London 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A couple of notes in the instrument case are dated to 1962. The packet appears to me mid 20th 
century in design, art work and is, I suggest, from from the 1950/60s. The string in the packet is 
about 0.92mm, gut coloured, quite stiff, slightly rough surface but with no sign of twisting as in 
gut strings of this diameter. 
 
I had thought synthetic gut music strings were a more recent invention (Eph Segerman of NRI 
offered some called 'gutlon' in the 1980s I think and, of course, Peruffo or Aqulia Strings 
currently with his Nylgut). Has anyone come across these particular sort of earlier synthetic 
string? And I wonder what became of them. 
 
From the site below it seems the company lasted to the 1950s. See: 
 
http:/www.gracesguide.co.uk/British Music and Tennis Strings 
 
It also seems that a different company, but using a similar name was established in the 1960s. See 
 
http:/www.guitar-list.com/brands/british-music-strings-limited 
 
The material might just possibly be 'acribelle' which I believe was a silk string impregnated with 
glue to stiffen it. (see Goodwin's article In March 2003 EMP below).  But because I've never 
seen such silk strings I don't actually know if this is the case here. 
 
http;/www.earlymusic.info/performer/EMO11-1.pdf 
 
Any information would be welcomed! 
 

http://www.gracesguide.co.uk/British
http://www.guitar-list.com/brands/british-music-strings-limited
http://www.earlymusic.info/performer/EMO11-1.pdf
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Low Cost Braided Lute Bass Strings 101 
 
A case for metal cored braided silk lute bass strings is made in Comm. 2013 ('Gansars, Catlines, 
Pistoys and Lyons – Those Silken Lute Strings' with corrections in Comm.2019). To test the 
feasibility of the proposals, a series of experimental strings made from commercially available 
lead cored fishing lines, was started in 2014 with some success. Unfortunately this work was 
halted, uncompleted in October 2015 and since then has not been continued. This Comm. reports 
on the experimental results so that others might, with little effort and cost, make their own lute 
bass and mid range strings of this type (Note 1). 
 
A viable lute bass string costing only a few cents to make is surely an attractive proposition? 
 
Lead wire is a good core material for this application, relatively low cost with a specific gravity 
of 11.35 (a bit denser than pure silver) and ultimate tensile strength of only 12 Mpa (compared to 
the historical alternatives: pure silver – 170 Mpa, and pure gold – 100 Mpa) so will stretch under 
load, without work hardening, to allow the braided jacket to take most of the string tension. Pure 
gold wire is now prohibitively expensive so today is not really a practical alternative for this type 
of string. 
 
Materials 
 
Lead cored braided fishing line is made by a number of manufacturers in various diameters and 
breaking loads. It is designed for trolling – i.e. pulling the line behind a slow moving boat. The 
lead core allows an attached baited hook to sink to greater depths than possible with a 
conventional fishing line. The jacket of a line is machine braided ('Maypole' braid) from nylon 
filament. For troll fishing, the lines, sold on 100 yard (91 metres) or 200 yard (183 metres) 
spools are dyed distinctive colours every 10 linear yards (9 metres) so that an angler can readily 
determine the depth being fished. 
The lines tested in this experimental program were: 

1) 'Sufix' 12 lb, diameter 0.54 mm, core diameter 0.40 mm, linear mass 1.38 gm/metre 
2) 'Sunset – Tel-a-Depth' 27 lb, diameter 0.80 mm, core diameter 0.55 mm, linear mass 2.63 

gm/metre. 
3) 'Mason' 45 lb, diameter 0.87 mm, core diameter 0.50 mm, linear mass 2.65 gm/metre. 
4) 'Sunset – Tel-a-Depth' 63 lb, diameter 0.95 mm, core diameter 0.46 mm, linear mass 2.30 

gm/metre. 
Line diameters were measured with a micrometer so are only a close approximation due to the 
difficulty in measuring soft textile thicknesses. Note also that line diameters reduce somewhat at 
working tension by between about 2% and 4%. 
The core diameters of these lines vary and it can be seen that the ratio of core diameter to outside 
diameter of the lines is not constant even from the same manufacturer. Line and core diameters 
are not specified by the manufacturers so must be determined after purchasing a spool. However, 
the cores may be readily removed and replaced with cores of larger diameter if required or 
interchanged between braided jackets. Cores stripped from lines have a rough suface – 
presumably indented by the jacket during the braiding process? 



 
To protect a finished lute string against abrasive wear and safely seal the potentially toxic lead 
core within the braided jacket, the string must be saturated with a flexible varnish (Note 2). The 
varnish used in these experiments was the established and readily available 'Tru Oil' varnish 
designed for finishing wooden gun stocks – a simple to apply, fast drying wiped on finish. The 
varnish was diluted 50%/50% varnish/thinners and two wiped on coats applied with the string at 
about 3 Kg tension, allowing the varnish to dry between coats. 
 
Alternative Materials 
 
Nylon braided cord with fabric core is available at low cost in a variety of diameters (0.4 mm, 
0.5 mm, 0.8 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.4 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm and 3.0 mm) and colours as 'Chinese 
Knotting Cord'.  
When working with short lengths of a metre or so it is a simple matter to pull out the core and 
replace it with pure lead wire fed manually, bit by bit, into the empty braided jacket. The braided 
jackets are flexible enough to expand in diameter to receive a variety of core diameters. 
Pure lead wire of suitable diameter is available from fishing suppliers - used by fishermen for fly 
tying - available in diameters 0.25 mm, 0.38 mm, 0.51 mm, 0.64 mm, 0.74 mm and 0.89 mm 
(0.010" to 0.035") at reasonable cost per 0.5 ounce (14 gram) or heavier spools. Also available is 
a lead free alloy alternative – a bit more expensive but with a density of only about 60% of that 
of lead. 
Lead wire may also be twisted in two or more strands to make larger diameter cores without 
work hardening but with a relatively lower density per unit length than a solid wire. 
 

 
 

Nylon Braided Lead Cored Fishing Line 



 

 
 

Exposed Single Strand Lead Core  
 

 
 

Exposed Two Strand Twisted Core 
 

 



 
 

4 Strand Twisted Lead Core 
 
 

                                 
 
     27 lb Braided Lead Core                         Hans Gerle 'Musica Teutsch' 1532 
 
                                               A Knot of Lute Strings  
 



Test Apparatus 
 
Braided lead cored line is a composite material so the pitch/tension characteristics of each lute 
string for a given vibrating string length were determined experimentally on a simple test rig – a 
sound box with the string tied to a bridge and passing over a sliding nut/fret set to the required 
vibrating string length. A weight box tied to the free end of each string under test applied a 
measured string tension directly – the rig being mounted vertically and the string being lightly 
pressed against the nut/fret while plucking the string gently with a leather plectrum (the nylon 
pulley at the bottom of the rig acted only as lateral guide for the string). At each setting several 
readings were taken to achieve consistent readings. The load on each test string was adjusted to 
achieve a target tonal pitch value measured using a digital tuner. The sustain at each value, 
determined by ear, was measured with a stop watch.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

                 
 

String Test Rig 
 
 



 
Test Results for 60 cm Vibrating String Length, Pitch Standard A440 Hz 
 
Sufix 12 lb line, string outside diameter 0. 54 mm, single core diameter 0.4 mm. 
Pitch B 124 Hz – tension 3.1 Kg – sustain 15 seconds 
Pitch A# 117Hz – tension 2.8 Kg 
Pitch A 110Hz – tension 2.4 Kg 
Pitch G# 104 Hz – tension 2.2 Kg 
Pitch G 98 Hz – tension 1.9 Kg – sustain 12 seconds 
 
Sunset 27 lb line, string outside diameter 0. 80 mm, single core diameter 0.55 mm. 
Pitch F 87 Hz – tension 2.9 Kg – sustain 12 seconds 
Pitch E 82 Hz – tension 2.6 Kg 
Pitch D# 78Hz – tension 2.3 Kg 
Pitch D 73 Hz – tension 2.1 Kg 
Pitch C# 69 Hz – tension 1.9 Kg  
Pitch C 65 Hz – tension 1.7 Kg – sustain 8 seconds 
 
Mason 45 lb line, string outside diameter 0.87 mm, single core diameter 0.5 mm. 
Pitch F# 93 Hz – tension 3.3 Kg – sustain 12 seconds 
Pitch F 87 Hz – tension 3.0 Kg 
Pitch E 82 Hz – tension 2.7 Kg 
Pitch D# 78 Hz – tension 2.3 Kg 
Pitch D 73 Hz – tension 2.1 Kg 
Pitch C# 69 Hz – tension 1.8 Kg 
 
Sufix 63 lb line, string outside diameter 0.95 mm, single core diameter 0.46 mm. 
Pitch G 92 Hz – tension 3.2 Kg – sustain 8 seconds 
Pitch F# 93 Hz – tension 2.9 Kg 
Pitch F 87 Hz – tension 2.6 Kg 
Pitch E 82 Hz – tension 2.3 Kg – sustain 5 seconds 
Pitch D# 78 Hz – tension 2.0 Kg – pitch instability 
Pitch D 73 Hz – tension 1.8 Kg – pitch instability 
 
Sufix 63 lb line, string outside diameter 1.17 mm, double max. twist core diameter 0.8 mm 
(two single strands 0.46 mm diameter). 
Pitch D 73 Hz – tension 3.2 Kg – sustain 10 seconds 
Pitch C# 69 Hz – tension 2.9 Kg 
Pitch C 65 Hz – tension 2.5 Kg 
Pitch B' 62 Hz – tension 2.2 Kg 
Pitch A'# 58 Hz – tension 2.0 Kg – sustain 6 seconds 
 
Note that the results for the Sunset 27 lb line and Mason 45 lb line are practically identical. 
 
 



 
 

Sunset 27 lb Lead Core Braided Lute String 
 

The above varnished lute strings were tested on a seven course 'Hieber' lute in f' 349 Hz, 60 cm 
vibrating string length, mounted alongside Pyramid plain and wound nylon strings for 
comparison, as follows: 
7th course Sufix 63 lb, 2 strand twisted core, pitch A'# 58 Hz 
7th course Sunset 27 lb single core, pitch D# 78 Hz 
6th course Sufix 63 lb single core, pitch F 87 Hz 
5th course Sufix 12 lb single core, pitch A# 117 Hz 
 
The 7th course was then strung with a unison pair of the Sunset 27 lb strings pitch D# 78 Hz (see 
Comm. 2013). 
 

 
 
 



 
Four months later the strings were examined for abrasive wear under magnification. At that time 
the lute was being played daily for about an hour each day – strings plucked with finger tips (not 
nails). 
No wear was evident on the 7th course Sunset 27 lb unison pair. 
The fifth course Sufix 12 lb string had a bright tone similar to a Pyramid wound string. It showed 
signs of 'hairiness' over a short distance at the plucking location although this did not seem to 
affect acoustic performance – the string fretting in tune to the 8th and final fret on the 
fingerboard. Although the abrasive wear looks terrible under magnification the hairs are 
microscopic in diameter relative to the string diameter and low in density relative to that of the 
lead core, 

 

 
 

Worn Sufix 12 lb String – 5th Course 
 

 
 

String after Flame Treatment 



The hairiness presented an opportunity to test the procedure for removal of hairs from silk violin 
strings of the late 19th C 'Acribelle' type (these were mutifilament not braided construction) – by 
passing a string quickly through the flame of an alcohol lamp (Note 3). Done correctly the heat 
of the flame turns the silk hairs into minute balls of brittle carbon then removed by wiping the 
string. 
Under this procedure nylon filaments do not carbonise but melt into minute balls stuck to the 
surface of the string. It is very easy to damage the integrity of the braid using this procedure. Is it 
worth attempting? Probably not with strings each costing around 20 cents to make! 
 
The 7 course unison pair has now been in service for 34 months at the time of writing and 
although the lute is currently played less frequently shows very little visible sign of wear under 
magnification. It still sounds well (to my ear) without the brassy overtones common to modern 
nylon filament metal wound bass strings. 
 

 
 

Worn Sunset 27 lb String – 7th Course 
 
 

Test Results for Vibrating String Length 67.5 cm, Pitch Standard A440. 
 
Sufix 12 lb line 
Pitch A110 Hz – tension 3.1 Kg 
Pitch G# 104 Hz – tension 2.7 Kg 
Pitch G 98 Hz – tension 2.4 Kg 
Pitch F# 93 Hz – tension 2.2 Kg 
Pitch E 87Hz – tension 1.9 Kg 
 
 



Sunset 27 lb line 
Pitch E 82 Hz – tension 3.3 Kg 
Pitch D# 78 Hz – tension 3.0 Kg 
Pitch D 73 Hz – tension 2.6 Kg 
Pitch C# 69 Hz – tension 2.4 Kg 
Pitch C 65 Hz – tension 2.1 Kg 
Pitch B' 62 Hz – tension 1.9 Kg 
 
Mason 45 lb line 
As for Sunset 27 lb line above. 
 
Sunset 63 lb line, single core 
Pitch F 87 Hz – tension 3.2 Kg 
Pitch E 82 Hz – tension 2.9 Kg 
Pitch D# 78 Hz – tension 2.6 Kg 
Pitch D 73 Hz – tension 2.3 Kg 
Pitch C# 69 Hz – tension 2.0 Kg 
Pitch C 65 Hz – tension 1.8 Kg 
 
Sunset 63 lb line, 2 strand twisted core. 
Pitch C 65 Hz – tension 3.2 Kg 
Pitch B' 62 Hz – tension 2.9 Kg 
Pitch A'# 58 Hz – tension 2.5 Kg 
Pitch A' 55 Hz – tension 2.3 Kg 
Pitch G'# 52 Hz – tension 2.0 Hz 
Pitch G' 49 Hz – tension 1.8 Kg 
 
The above strings were intended for a six course lute in D, courses 4, 5 and 6 but a complete set 
was never made for testing. 
 
Notes 

1)  Fine wire of pure metallic lead is made by an extrusion process under high pressure and 
cannot be drawn into a thread in the traditional way like silver and gold - so was not 
available to the ancients. However, narrow strips cut from thinly beaten sheet lead and 
twisted into a core would be an alternative historical alternative to extruded wire.  

2) Lead shot used in shot gun cartridges and as fishing tackle sinkers or weights is banned as 
proven deadly when ingested by water fowl – the bird's digestive juices converting the 
metallic lead to toxic compounds of lead. Otherwise metallic lead is not poisonous to the 
environment if left alone. Such restrictions do not currently apply to lead cored fishing 
lines presumably because the braided jacket acts as a protective cover and, from 
experience, is found to be an unlikely food attraction to the birds. 

3) ' they are apt also to fray and get ragged, and though it has been recommended when this 
is the case to draw the string quickly through the flame of a spirit lamp, to remove the 
frayed fibres, an Acribelle string once gone wrong, is ghastly with a ghastliness more 
easily imagined than described'. Ed. Heron Allen 'Violin Making as it was, and is', second 
edition, 1885. 
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From Monofilament Silk Lines to Acribelle Violin Strings. 
 
"Strong silk-threads with the appearance of violin-strings are known in commerce by the name 
tengusu; English, silkworm-gut; French fil de Florence. In China they are made directly from the 
spinning glands of full grown silkworms, and have for the same time been used with us for 
surgical sewing thread, and also in large quantity for fishing-lines (see also Caligula Japonica, 
Butl.)" – Johannes Justus Rein, 1884 (Note 1) 
 
Silkworm gut is a monofilament silk strand made by manually drawing out the contents of the 
silk sacs of mature silkworm caterpillars. Before synthetic plastic lines became generally 
available in the 1950's, silkworm gut strands were used by fishermen as transparent leaders to 
which their fish hooks are tied. Silkworm gut was first advertised for sale to anglers in 1722. 
(Note 5) Prepared silkworm gut was also used by the medical profession as surgical sutures. 
The primary source of a superior silkworm gut destined for rod and line fishing came from 
Murcia, one of the silk producing regions of Spain but other countries with an established 
sericulture industry such as Italy also marketed similar products that were, however, considered 
to be less satisfactory by the angling fraternity.  
 
Spanish Silkworm Gut 
A detailed account of the preparation of Spanish silkworm gut is provided by A.M.C. Humphries 
(Note 2). He notes that the sac of a caterpillar (Bombyx Mori) can only be drawn to a certain 
length by the operator dependent upon the judgement of the operator who otherwise has no 
control over the size and length of the silkworm gut. The drawn gut is sorted into lengths ranging 
from 7 to 18.5 inches and 9 diameters ranging from 0.009 inch (0.23 mm) to 0.02 inch (0.51 
mm). Each gut length tapers from centre to end so is subject to further processing if smaller 
diameter, perfectly uniform cylindrical gut lengths are required (as for surgical suture 
applications). This is achieved by passing the gut through holes in a metal draw plate to shave 
the gut down to the required diameter. 
Silkworm gut, prepared the Spanish way for the angling market was, therefore, limited in length. 
Longer lengths required knotting together shorter lengths. Also the gut was brittle and required 
soaking in water to soften it before a knot could be tied. The softening procedure did not affect 
the tensile strength of the gut. 
The result of attempting to tie a knot in a sample of dry Spanish silkworm gut (of unknown 
vintage) can be seen in Fig.1 – the gut cracked when bent and then split longitudinally.  
 
Chinese Silkworm Gut 
Chinese silkworm gut was made from the caterpillars of a species of giant wild Saturniidae moth 
such as Caligula Japonica, native to regions of China and Japan and the Far East. Due to the 
commercial value of Spanish silkworm gut, the Chinese product attracted the attention of the 
Europeans as a possible lucrative market alternative. The following summary of late 19th C 
British Foreign Office correspondence provides more information about the gut and its 
preparation (Note 3). 
 
 



 
- The caterpillars do not descend from the tree until they are ready to spin. They are then 

caught and broken and the silk-gut immediately extracted, steeped in vinegar, washed and 
drawn out. The operation must be executed without delay – if the worms are kept the gut 
is useless. Each gut if properly managed will draw out to 20 or 30 feet. The gut is then 
dried in a shady place then rolled up and considered ready for use. (Swinhoe report to 
Foreign Office, 1867) 

- The silkworm gut drawn from the caterpillar is the sole use to which the creature is 
applied. For the purpose it is not reared but captured on its descending from the tree to 
spin its cocoon. The mature worms are steeped in vinegar for a day and then drawn out 
into gut which is used for fishing lines and for various economical and ornamental 
purposes. (British Consulate, Amoy, 1867) 

- The cocoons of the caterpillar (they are not Bombyx Mori) are worked by the worm into 
the bark of the tree and are so coarse and thin as to yield silk of coarse texture and in 
small amount so is unlikely to be of interest to Western cultivators. In this district the 
Chinese use the worm only for the purpose of making silkworm gut. The true silkworm is 
only reared here in small non commercial quantities. ( British Consul, Amoy, 1867) 

- The silk was made from a species of caterpillar that thrives on the 'feng' tree 
(Liquidambar formosana, Hance) – prepared by throwing the mature caterpillar into 
boiling vinegar and drawing the silk glands apart to form a thread say, 5 feet long and 
strong enough to make a line with which to catch small fish. (Kiungechow, 1891) 

- In Canton the silk is called 'fish silk' or 'fish head silk'. In Hoihow it is called 'insect silk'. 
The best silk comes from Hainan in the mountains of the Ling-mên neighbourhood. The 
male caterpillar produces a single thread of better quality than the double thread of the 
female. (Kiungechow 1892) 

- The gut in China is in considerable demand for making fish lines and seems so strong and 
serviceable that there should be a commercial use for it in England. Charles Farlow and 
Co., Fishing Tackle manufacturers, London stated that the Chinese gut tested was very 
similar to the Spanish gut that was once avaialble years ago but perhaps not quite so 
brittle. In their judgement it could not be used for fishing purposes and otherwise did not 
know for what purpose it could be used. (letter to Kew, 1892) 

- Exports to Europe from Kiungehow of Chinese silkworm gut for making leaders for 
fishing lines sometimes amounted to 16,800 pounds. (1892) 

 
So it can be assumed from these reports that the Chinese silkworm gut differed from the Spanish 
gut in that it was drawn to much greater lengths, was less brittle and was derived from a larger 
moth of the giant Saturniiaed species. The Chinese silkworm gut was also called 'marvello hair'. 
 
Japanese Silkworm Gut 
'The moth species – originally from Hainan Island in Southern China – is the giant silkworm 
(Saturnia Pyretorum Westwood) also known as the Fish-line Silkworm. Indigenous to India, 
Vietnam and Southern China with a domesticated breeding history dating back as early as the  
9th C. The species was introduced to Taiwan (then Formosa) during the Japanese occupation in 
the first half of the 20th C for commercial production of silk fishing lines for export. The farms 
were shut down in 1950 (as Nylon lines became generally available) after which the moths 
spread into the wilderness and are now naturalised' (Digital Taiwan – on line source) 



 
Curiously the Japanese silkworm gut exported for sale internationally immediately post WW2 
was not like the drawn monofilament Chinese (or Spanish) gut but was made from multifilament 
silk thread soaked in a binder to form a smooth and transparent line very similar in appearance to 
genuine monofilament silkworm gut. According to Humphries (Note 2) the binder was a boiling 
preparation of animal glue and extract of seaweed (Agar?). In the process the silk reduces to an 
almost semi-liquid state so that it becomes saturated with the boiling liquid. On drawing off the 
saturated line is very sticky so is quickly chemically hardened. The most satisfactory proportions 
of silk filament to glue are 85% to 15%. It is not known when the Japanese invented this type of 
string.  
A sample of  Japanese 'silkworm gut' was tested for viability as a lute string – first course, 60 cm 
vibrating string length pitch f' 350 Hz, 0.36 mm diameter. The string was flexible enough to tie 
into a knot when dry and sounded promising while being tuned up to pitch. However the string 
broke about a tone lower than full pitch – equivalent to a string tension of about 2.3 Kg. The 
break occurred between the tuning peg and nut – the region of highest tension when the string is 
being brought up to pitch. The breaking load was then separately determined on a test rig as 2.6 
Kg equivalent to an Ultimate Tensile Stress (UTS) of about 0.24 Gpa .This value is lower than 
advertised on the string package (10 lb or 4.2 Kg). Assuming the manufacturer provided a 
reasonable safety factor for the breaking load (20%?) then the string under test failed at around 
50% of the specified UTS. Silk filament is quickly degraded in strength by direct exposure to 
ultraviolet radiation (sunlight) so this may be the reason for the premature failure of the test 
string – being stored in a clear packet for around 60 years or so (Note 4). Had the string retained 
its original strength it likely would have performed satisfactorily as a lute treble string. 
The binder on this sample was soluble in boiling water. 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

Fig 1 – Spanish Gut Brittle Failure 
 

Acribelle Silk Violin Strings 
Although considered by some to be inferior in tone and durability to gut strings made from 
animal intestines, Acribelle silk violin E and A strings enjoyed popularity in the West for more 
than three decades from the late 19th C until the 1920's. This type of string was manufactured 
from silk filament made homogeneous – like the Japanese 'silkworm gut' - with some kind of 
flexible binder. Advertised as 'Acribelle'- presumably a generic term for similar strings made by 
a number of different manaufacturers? 
According to Franz Jahnel ' Die Guitarre und ihr Bau', 1963 these strings were manufactured in 
Vogtland and Schönbach, Bohemia using processes that dissolved the outer surfaces of the layers 
of silk filaments to obtain a smooth and shining lustre. However, other manufacturing procedures 
were also used to make smooth transparent strings of this type – unknown processes because 
they were never patented. 
 
 
Notes 

 1) 'The Industries of Japan: together with an account of its Agriculture', 1889 footnote 2, 
page 196. (free Google ebook). J.J. Rein was a German geographer, professor of geography 
at the Universities of Marburg (1876) and Bonn (1883 
 



2)"The Story of Silk and Silkworm Gut", the post graduate medical journal, 1949. (free 
Google search) 
 
3) As reported in the 'Bulletin or Miscellaneous Information' published by the Royal 
(Botanical) Gardens Kew, London, 1892, pages 222 to 227. 
 
4) Both nylon and silk filament are subject to degradation on direct exposure to sun light. For 
example the severity of degradation for a nylon parachute canopy exposed to summer sun is 
a loss in breaking strength of 52% after 1 week, 71% after 2 weeks and 94% after 3 weeks. 
The strength loss for the older silk canopies is even greater. For this reason parachutes used 
by the armed forces are given a service life or limited to a certain number of jumps. The 
service life for silk canopies was 7 years. Tests on 15 year old silk canopies that were not 
exposed to sunlight showed that their strength had fallen to below 30% of the original 
specified value.  
 
5) See Comms 1751 and 1795. Note a typo in the latter Comm ' The silk apparatus of the 
caterpillar consists of two 15 inch (38cm) long glands …' should read … two 1.5 (3.8 cm) 
long glands … Some caterpillar! 



FoMRHI Comm. 2095                Mimmo Peruffo

Why the load of gut for lute bass strings is the only hypothesis that fulfils the 
requirements of seven criteria arising from a consideration of historical evidence, 

For we see, that in one of the lower strings, there soundeth not only the sound of the treble, nor any mixt 
sound, but only the sound of the base (Francis Bacon, Sylva Sylvarum 1629)

Introduction

Concerning gut bass strings, that were employed in past times on lutes with more than six courses, 
there are still today many unanswered questions. 
   The questions start to arise from the second half of the 16 century, when a seventh course was rou-
tinely added to the lute, tuned a fourth, sometimes a fifth below the sixth course, as Le Roy testifies 
in 1574:

The Lutes of the newe invention with thirtene strynges, be not subiecte to this inconvenince, where of the 
laste is put be lowe: whiche accordyng to the maner now abaies, is thereby augmented a whole fowerth 
(Adrian Le Roy, A briefe and plaine instruction . . ., 1574).

One question in particular overshadows all others: were these new basses as powerful and efficient as 
historical sources would have us believe? Considering that they are made of pure gut, this question is 
indeed a crucial one. 
   At present there are only two hypotheses as to how these strings were made: the first hypothesis is the 
use of rope construction (either leaving the roped appearance visible or giving the string a smooth 
finish); the second assumes that the density of the gut was increased by treatmeant with heavy metal 
compounds or a very fine metal powder; so-called ‘loaded strings’; these can be made either with a 
high twist, or roped (with a smooth finish).
   In this paper I will examine these two hypotheses in the light of seven criteria derived from a con-
sidered reading of historical sources. These seven criteria are: 

1) the size of string holes on old lute bridges,
2) the improvement in the acoustic performance of bass strings in the seventeenth century over those 
of the early sixteenth as recorded in contemporary sources,
3) equal tension / equal feel: general implication for string thicknesses,
4) the colour of gut bass strings,
5) when roped strings were introduced,
6) lute basses: smooth finish or bumped construction?
7) paintings attesting the pliability and smoothness of lute bass strings.

1) The size of string holes on old lute bridges

At the beginning of the 1980s, first Ricardo Brané of Florence and then I myself, discovered that the 
bridge holes on the bass side of many surviving lute bridges were actually too narrow to permit a suit-
able working tension (more than aound 2.5 Kg). There are some exceptions to this evidence but the 
exceptions are the minority.
   In the matter of the holes, one should take into consideration the way they were made. In most of 
cases, the holes were conical, not cylindrical. It is evident that they were not made in the way that they 
are made today: I have the idea that the old luthiers employed a very hot, sharp, conical iron tool. 
In fact, on several bridges I have seen, around the hole (and sometime inside), traces of burnt wood.
However, in the face of this initial evidence, I have made a thorough investigation over many years 



studying the surviving lutes of nearly a dozen museums with the intention of collecting  all the gauges 
of the holes on the bass side of the bridges. In total I have collected the bridge-hole diameters for about 
100 lutes or more.

Measuring lute bridge holes                Johann Seelos 11-course lute. X-ray of bridge, showing narrow  
       and conical holes in the bass side.

However, for the final calculations, I have considered only around half of them: those with significatn 
indications of the bridges being the original ones. I have written two articles showing all the measura-
ments/data and the related calculations.1, 2 

   After this first task, I obtained some further measurements taken on lutes from some private col-
lections.  Then in 2005 I had a chance to visit an Austrian convent close to Linz and took the hole 
gauges on some very interesting 11- and 13-course Lutes (I have not published any article yet on this 
matter, however, the bridge holes of most of these lutes confirms the evidence that they are too narrow 
for pure gut basses):

               ‘Magno Dieffoprichar 1604’                                  ‘Hans Frey Bologna/Fux 1683’



           ‘Weiss’                                                        ‘Matthias Brummel 1678’

Anonymous

 Example of a schedule with the hole gauges (Kremsmünster, 2005) 



It will be worth mentioning that a bridge-hole diameter is obviously not the actual diameter of the 
old string passing through the hole. The hole was made, of course, with a certain empirical oversize.
   Based on all my data, Ephraim Segerman then calculated a range of tension from 1.1 to 1.8 kg. 
In his work, the actual maximum string diameter was considered as equal to  85% of the maximum 
string-hole diameter. I think that this was a good figure.3   
   It is also good that these calculations were done by him and not by me: in fact, he is the scholar who 
introduced the roped string theory in the 1970s; he thinks that the loaded gut theory has no historical 
evidence.
   There is one more open question concerning these holes: can the original diameters become enlarged 
or shrink over the time?   I have put this question to some famous wood restorers here in Italy (in Flor-
ence and Milan) and the answer was that wood, generally speaking, becomes weaker over the time and 
even under bacterial attacks, weather changes etc etc; so one can expect the holes to become enlarged 
under this effect over the centuries.
    What about the dust in the inner portion of the holes?  Might it contain traces of metals or oxides 
that were added into the string? In fact I have taken the decision not to take samples: after all these 
centuries it is easy to come to wrong conclusions. 
   I discovered a ‘mistake’ in Segerman’s work, however: he only considered low twist gut in his calcula-
tions, with a density of more or less 1.3 (but low twist gut does not work at all in the basses: their stiff-
ness, in other words, their inharmonicity is too high), so we should consider the only other plausible 
explanation for the historical gut lute basses; i.e. ‘bumped’ roped strings, whose density is around 1.1, 
instead 1.3 of the low twist plain gut.4 

                            Smooth roped structure                                       ‘Bumped’ roped structure

After my corrections, the new value of tensions ranges from 0.9 to 1.5 kg or thereabouts. Maybe some 
of you have no idea what this means. Try for yourself; drop the tuning of your lute that is probably 
around 3.0 Kg tension (the most common value in use today) by 9 to 11 semitones and thus you will 
have an idea what it means to play at 1.0-1.5 kg or so on: is it still possible to play the lute in such 
conditions? How would they perform?  It will be clear to everybody that the strings become slack 
like rubber bands: no power, no round, clear and prompt sonority, no control of the fingers over the 
strings, you have pitch distortion, all the strings buzzing on the frets etc. You should do this test once 
in your life, especially if you have little confidence in the loaded gut theory!
   However, the right experiment must be done using roped gut strings, not modern wound strings or 
the fluorocarbon ones, which both have higher density than gut because they have, of course, better 
performance than the historical option which is always centered on pure, unloaded gut. Despite that, 
even with modern basses, you can have a good feel about the whole situation. 
   My clear and polite question is  why did the luthiers of those times not make these bridge holes a bit 
bigger? This job is indeed very easy to do: many players today enlarge them when they want to switch 
to thick gut roped strings instead of the ‘traditional’ nylon wound ones.
   We must consider that all those bridge holes were certainly made by the lutemakers of the 17th 
century to a size able to accommodate any sort of bass gut strings then available on the market.  What 
other explanation is left to us than to assume that the technological matrix common to Lyons, Pistoys 
and maybe, in Dowland’s case, also the lowest Venice Catlins, must have been the loading of gut?5



Conclusion: if the bass gut strings were not loaded, or made denser in some way, it is not possible 
to reach an adequate degree of tension, and the same feel of tension in the upper strings implied by 
historical sources (we will consider below why this is important).

2) The improvement in the acoustic performance of bass gut strings in the 17th century over 
those of the early 16th as recorded in contemporary sources

There is strong evidence that the lute gut bass strings of the 17th century (from the sixth down to the 
twelfth course) had better acoustic performance than the basses (fourth, fifth and sixth courses) of the 
very late 15th century until the 1560s. Johannes de Tinctoris wrote: 

An arrangement of five, sometimes six, principal strings was first adopted, I believe, by the Germans: viz. 
two inner ones tuned in a third, and the other ones in fourths [ . . . ]. Furthermore, in order to obtain 
a louder sound, another string tuned an octave higher can be added to each of the principals, except for 
the first one.6

Sebastian Virdung, in his Musica Getutsch (Basel, 1511) says:

to all three basses (Prummer) are added strings of medium thickness . . . .one octave higher. Why that? 
Because the thick strings cannot be heard so loud in the distance as the thinner ones. Therefore, octaves 
are added, so that they be heard like the others,7

 Vincenzo Galilei, in his Fronimo (1568) moreover implies that strings below the sixth course at that 
time were poor: 

and God knows how well one can hear them . . . and . . . although they are perceived by the ear as not 
very sweet, because of their poor sound . . .8



By contrast, Mace (1676) and the Burwell lute tutor (1670s), wrote that the all-gut basses of their 
time, installed on a lute with a (short) extended neck, were powerful enough to cover and ‘confound’ 
the sound of the upper strings. Burwell speaks of  ‘. . . the confusion that the length of sounds pro-
duce’  and ‘. . . every bass cannot make a concord with every small string . . . ’ and, talking about the 
eleventh course, ‘. . . the lutemasters have taken away that great string because the sound of it is too 
long and smothers the sound of the others’.9 Maces says that ‘‘This inconvenience [i.e. the power and 
persistence of sound of the basses which causes confusion and dissonances with the higher registers] 
is found upon French Lutes, when their heads are made too long; as some desire to have them. . .’10

This is the short-extended neck probably mentioned by the Mary Burwell lute tutor in ‘English’ 
[Jacques] Gaultier’s portrait.
   Be aware that this is not a subjective opinion but a comparison between the upper strings and the 
basses: in practice, the same comparison can be made even today; this is not a subjective matter of 
feeling and is not affected by the personal sensibility or the tastes of the players of those times. Today 
anybody can check that even the best roped strings do not ‘cover and confound’ the sound of the up-
per strings at all; instead, they are dull and weak, in comparison with the upper strings. 
   There are other less well-known sources that describe, in a subjective way, the performances of the 
new lute basses. Giulio Cesare Brancaccio’s letter (26 February 1581) addressed to the cardinal Luigi 
d’ Este concerns the purchase of a lute as gift for his brother Alfonso d’ Este:

L’altro è che potendosi trovare un leuto à otto ordini, come li suol fare perfettissimi un Maestro Tedesco 
ch’è in Padova nomato Mastro Venere Alberti faria piacere à S. Altezza [Alfonso d’Este] di presentarglielo: 
il qual leuto havendo poi à servir per me, desidero che sia delli ordinarij, in quanto alla grandezza, et que’ 
dui ordini bassi più delli sei costumati siano li bordoni fermi, et sonori d’una corda per ciascuno, et non 
di due, et infine che ‘l leùto sia armonioso et argentino, cioè con suono chiaro et sonoro, et che i bassi 
rimbombino il più che si può

[The other thing is that being able to find an eight-course lute, as a German master who is in Padua 
is accustomed to do, named Master Venere Alberti, it would please his Highness to present it to him, 
which lute having then to serve for me, I desire that it should be ordinary as to size, and that the two bass 
courses, more than the accustomed six, should be solid and powerful bourdons, of [only] one string, and 
not of two, and finally that the lute should be harmonious and silvery, that is with a clear and sonorous 
sound, and that the basses should resound [/thunder] as much as possible]

(quoted in M. Bizzarini, Marenzio. ‘La carriera di un musicista tra Rinascimento e Controriforma’, 
1998, p. 40) 



Francis Bacon (1629) wrote: 

For we see, that in one of the lower strings of a lute, there soundeth not the sound of the treble, nor any 
mixt sound, but onely the sound of the base.

Edward Benlowes, (1603–76): 

still torturing the deep mouth’d Catlines till hoarse thundering diapason should the whole room fill.

Mersenne in Harmonie Universelle (Paris, 1636) wrote that the sound/vibration of the thicker lute 
bass string (the 11th) was of 20 seconds almost: I have never heard, honestly, this acoustic quality on a 
modern bumped/smooth roped string (but even with modern nylon wound strings!  I think that this 
affirmation was exaggerated or not real)

Conclusion: a modern unloaded gut string on the bass side does not have such a powerful perfor-
mance as that described by the sources of the 17th century, in comparison with the upper strings.

3) Equal tension/equal feel: general implication for string thicknesses

Several early sources say that the tension of the strings should feel the same across the different courses, 
and there has been much debate as to whether this means literally the same measured tension (there is 
some evidence that this is the case for violins) or, as I believe, equal feel of tension, which is not quite 
the same thing.
   But at all events, considering the equal tension/equal feel profile (as suggested by J. Dowland, the 
Burwell Lute Tutor, Thomas Mace), if the basses actually worked at those very low tensions (0.9–1.5 
kg, as calculated by Ephraim Segerman and modified by me), and being non-loaded natural gut—i.e. 
a whole set-up of thin strings at low tensions—the first string would have to be from 0.26 to 0.32 mm 
gauge; the second course around 0.36-0.38 mm and the third around 0.48-0.50 mm. I have never 
seen such a thin first gut string in all my life: in my experience, such a thin lamb intestine does not 
exist in nature.
   In practice, it is not possible to produce them at all: the very minimum gauge I have been able to 
make was around 0.42 mm (after a light polishing) which I obtained from a single whole unsplit gut 
of a lamb of an age of about 1 month (see A. Kircher, Rome, 1650 below, concerning the Roman 
stringmakers: the first lute string is made using one gut only).11, 12 

   Actually, the range I have obtained from different samples of single, whole lamb guts of different 
provenance had a minimum gauge of 0.40 minimum and a maximum of 0.48.



Athanasius Kircher: Musurgia Universalis  (Rome, 1650)

Conclusion: there does not exist in nature any lamb intestine thin enough to produce strings thinner 
than 0.38-0.40 mm about so it is not possible to reach an equal feel profile of tension on all the strings 
as indicated by the early sources.

4) The colour of gut bass strings 

People commonly think that the question of colour is the ‘primordial’ evidence in support of the 
loaded gut theory. This is a misunderstanding: colour actually is just the last point in the scale of things 
that tell us that these old basses had something interesting in their technology.  
   The aesthetically pleasing colours for trebles and means mentioned by the old sources were light 
blue, light green, yellow, light red. On old paintings one can sometime see such strings put on the first 
to fifth courses; on both the strings of the course or just on one only; coloured strings are also some-
times visible on the octaves of the basses. (Dowland op. cit.fn.5) (Mace op. cit. fn. 10)
Instead, on these gut basses in the paintings, when they are colored, we can see only deep red, deep 
orange, all gradations of brown, grey, blackish. There is one more thing to see: starting from the sixth 
bass course down till to the last one, one can see that the colour of the bass series is exactly the same on 
all of them and it is, generally speaking, in the same position where today we put our modern nylon 
wound strings, roped gut strings, or even fluorocarbon strings. They even look ‘thin’, not thick:

Anonymous, second half of the 16th century



Rutilio Manetti, Siena, 1624   

Anonymous, second half of the 17th century



Nicolas Henri Jeaurat de Bertry, second half of the 17th century

        Eglon van der Neer, c.1677



 F. De Troy:  portrait of Charles Mouton, c.1690

F. De Troy:  portrait of Charles Mouton, c.1690 detail



Louis de Silvestre, c.1710

In order to reach a density that is twice that of natural gut (later I will explain why it should be twice) 
it is indispensable to employ something that has a very high density and is insoluble.  
   I observe that the denser, insoluble substances widely in use in the 16th and 17th centuries, whose 
densities are above 8-9 gr/cm3 (mineral pigments such as oxides, sulphides, copper powder etc), are 
of colours ranging exactly from deep red, all the gradations of brown, dark grey and finally blackish: 
the same colours we have found on the bass lute strings in old paintings or in written descriptions and 
lute treatises—a pure coincidence?
    There is no trace at all in late 16th to 17th-century paintings of similar gradations in light blue or 
light green colours anywhere on lute bass strings below the sixth courses; and no mention of light blue 
or light green in the 17th-century lute basses described in the old lute treatises. 
    These very heavy and insoluble substances commonly in use in the 16 and 17th centuries were lead 
and mercury oxides and sulphides, and also fine brown metallic copper powder. There are some mid 
16th century recipes that explain how to obtain this.

There is an important point to clarify: it is possible to charge a fresh gut with yellow litharge, brown 
lead oxide, brown lead dioxide ot light brown mercury oxide, so a 17th century painter might have 
painted the basses with the same colour as the upper strings if these were used, because the colour 
would not differ much from plain gut. 



In other words, it is not true that a gut string that was made denser would automatically have a dif-
ferent colour than the upper strings. Actually, a gut string can be made denser and, at the same time, 
have a similar colour as the upper gut strings (whose colours, in the old paintings, range from a light 
yellow down to every gradation of brown: we should be aware that most of these heavy substances I 
have mentioned have exactly these kinds of colours). 
   There is an additional option: the ‘deep dark red colour’ mentioned by Mace for the Pistoys can be 
intentionally obtained adding some traditional red colours employed by painters to the fresh strings  
just after the loading process with a heavy agent that might have a different colour (for example 
orange; light brown etc.) with the intention of characterising the provenance of the string and the 
manufacturer.

Yellow lead litharge oxide                    Cinnabar (red mercury sulphide)

Conclusion: the colour actually is just the last point in the scale of things that tell us that these old 
basses had something of interest in their technology. Incidentally, the colour of the basses in several 
17th century paintings is the same as that of the heaviest insoluble thin pigments/oxides/sulphides/
copper powder in use in the 17th century (dark red, dark orange, brown, blackish); no mention in the 
old written sources of blue, green etc. gut basses. It is possible to have a loaded gut string with a colour 
similar to natural gut strings (the upper ones).

5) The period when roped gut strings were introduced

Some scholars, even today, still think that ‘roped’ gut bass strings (i.e. catlines, in Segerman’s writ-
ings) were introduced around the years 1565–70, when the lute was expanded in the bass register. 
This thinking should be updated: a few years ago Patrizio Barbieri discovered some sources from the 
second half of the 15th century where it is very clear that the roped strings, on musical instruments, 
were already in use.13

   Actually, roped (gut?) strings were already in use in the late roman imperial period: 



Barbieri also demonstrated the presence of special machines called in Italian ‘orditori’ (ropewalks) a 
technical term for a special manual machines employed for making ropes, hemps etc) in mid 16th-
century Roman stringmakers’ workshops (Barbieri op. cit, fn. 13) 

Considering these new sources, my opinion is that the (smooth?) roped bass strings mentioned in the 
a scource of the 15th century, thanks to their better elasticity compared to a traditional high-twist 
gut strings, could well have opened the door to the addition of the sixth bass course to 5-course lutes, 
giving the lute a new acoustic limit or open range of a full two octaves.
   By the way: the greater elasticity of a roped string makes the so-called fret sharpness (a problem 
that happens when a thick high or low-twist string is pushed down on the fret, slightly increasing its 
tension and therefore raising its pitch) much less evident: actually, no one in lute treatises from the 
first half of the 16th century complains about it (instead, they mention the tapering/conicity of the 
lute gut strings as a real concern (Capirola c.1517 and Vincenzo Galilei, 1568). Could this be indirect 
evidence of the use of bass roped strings?
   In conclusion, considering the historical evidence that roped strings (bumped or smooth: we do 
not know which) were already in use from the late 15th century, we may ask what really happened 
around 1565–70, when, in the space of a very few years, more basses were added to the lute as nor-
mal practice, something only rarely tried or referred to before. The new open range was enlarged to 
two octaves, adding a fourth or fifth on the bass side, and at the same time the performance of these 
all- gut basses became magically so good and powerful and loud. This question is a crucial one: what 
was that innovative technology?
   Conclusion: there is historical evidence that roped strings were already in use from the late a5th 
century, as a consequence a roped string cannot be considered, as the novelty that permitted the ex-
pansion of the lute in the second half of the 16th century, 

6) Lute basses: smooth finish or bumped construction?

Only today do we find ‘bumped’ strings described as historic; all the 17th  century lute sources men-
tioning lute strings in general, there is no kind of evidence to indicate they were anything but smooth.  
This is part of the historical evidence one can put forward in answer to Charles Besnainou, the French 
scholar who considers as historic his hand-made twine bumped rope basses. These he makes start-
ing with a very long, twisted, two-strand string folded in two and then twisted again together in the 
opposite direction. The two ends of the folded string are left untwisted but only one of these goes 
through the narrow bridge hole and then is knotted with the other free end on top of the bridge. 
This would be, in his opinion, the way gut basses were made in past times, presumably by the player 
directly on the instrument.14



Here is the evidence we have found about the surface finish of the strings. Mersenne affirms that gut 
strings were well polished cylinders, finished with the use of a grass with an abrasive property (equise-
tum or shave grass), but he did not say anything that leads us to believe that this procedure was given 
only to thin-strings.15

Thomas Mace states clearly that the deep dark red Pistoys (for him the best lute basses) were smooth: 
‘‘They are indeed the very best, for the basses, being smooth and well-twisted strings. . . ’. This does 
not imply, automatically, that Lyons were not. Actually, nothing at all is said about the surface of the 
Lyon bass strings, (Mace op. cit. fn. 10)
   James Talbot says that Violin-Lyons were smooth: ‘Best strings are Roman 1st & 2nd of Venice 
catlins: 3rd & 4th best be finest & smoothest Lyons, all 4 differ in size. . . ’.16

   The Mary Burwell Lute Tutor, describing the best strings for the lute (‘Romans’ for trebles, and 
‘Lyons’ for basses and respective octaves) explains that an important feature of almost all of the strings 
is exactly that the surface should be well smooth and free from ‘knotte’ and ‘rugged’; Lyons basses 
were clearly included. (Burwell op. cit. fn. 9)
   Mace, in addition, states that the Venice-Catlins for the ‘Meanes’ were smooth, so when he also 
states that ‘Pistoys’ were but thicker Venice-Catlins we must infer that they, too were smooth. (Mace 
op. cit. fn. 10).
    A a very accurate painting by Rutilio Manetti (Siena, 1624) clearly contrasts smooth lute basses and 
the roped metal cittern bass strings. 



If the lute basses had actually been bumpy, like the cittern strings, the painter would have done them 
in a similar way (Mersenne describes roped metal cittern strings: ‘. . . the thickest string of the third or 
fourth is twisted, and made from a string doubled and bent in two, so as to make fuller tones . . . ’ ).
   Conclusion: all our historical evidence points to the fact that the strings, basses included, were 
smooth, not bumped.

7) Paintings attesting to the pliability and the smoothness of lute gut bass strings

On many of the 17th century paintings (and even later) the lute basses are often represented by the 
painter as very much thinner than they should be if they were made with plain unloaded gut, and 
always smooth, not roped (in fact to this day I have not yet found a painting clearly showing roped 
bass strings): 

Jan de Baen, painting of Johanna le Gillon, c.1670, detail

Maybe in this painting there is the evidence of silver-wound bass strings: bass strings are apparently 
very ‘thin’ and ‘white’ in comparison with the paired clear brown/dark yellow paired octaves. Admit-
tedly in spite of its excellent finish the painter had not quite understood his subject: the bass rider 
plainly has two strings running to one peg! But presumably he painted the colours, and fall of the 
strings as he saw them.



In some cases, it is possible to see just how flexible they were (by the way they were knotted at the 
bridge for example, or even the kind of ‘soft’ bundle):

Rutilio Manetti, Siena, 1624: detail on smooth bass strings        Anonymous 17th century: detail

Conclusion: the old 17th-century paintings shows that lute gut bass strings were pliable, smooth and 
thinner than what one can expect with unloaded gut strings.

Final conclusion

In order to satisfy all these 7 criteria I was able to find only one explanation: a loaded/weighted smooth 
roped gut string: the combination between high density and high elasticity is the best way of guaran-
teeing the best performance in the lower range of Lutes.
   There is nothing strange in considering that a gut string can be made denser: we know that the an-
cients were aware that the density / gravity parameter was an important thing in relation to frequency.
Here is Serafino di Colco: 

Coming back to the three parameters that can change the frequency and so, able to produce a change 
in the sound of the string (and they are the length; the thickness; the tension) I would like to  count, 



indeed, still a fourth (and not just to three) that is the weight, in other words, the density of the material 
. . . ’ (author’s translation) 

And Vincenzo Galilei explains: 

. . . having the same string whose weight is four time more and the thickness the same, you can easily 
think that it is the thickness and not the weight that makes the frequency lower.  The conclusion is that 
it is the gravity and not the thickness that makes the frequency lower, deeper . . .  (my translation)

But by how much were the old bass gut strings loaded or made denser?  I have a hypothesis: thanks to 
Virdung, Galilei etc we know that the gauge of an unloaded sixth (roped?) gut string was, more or less, 
the acoustic lower limit for the sixth course of the lute (i.e., the minimum for inharmonicity). Then 
we assume that the same gauge should be, again, the limit of the last bass string on renaissance lutes of 
7 or 8 or 10 courses (as well as for the 11-course D-minor lutes). This means that there should be an 
interval of a fourth or fifth down from the sixth course.  
   Having the same string length, tension, and gauge, and tuned down a fourth, we can calculate that 
the density of the string should be twice that of natural gut (2.6 gr/cm3 instead 1.3).  This fits quite 
well even with the bridge hole sizes.
    It is interesting to see how the open range of two octaves and a fourth becomes, after the second half 
of the 16th century, the new limit for lutes as well as for a new kind of bowed instrument: the viola 
bastarda or ‘alla bastarda’. 
   I have made some practical tests in this matter just to verify what is the upper limit for loading a 
gut string: I have seen that, actually, it is around twice (or a bit more) that of natural gut. In my tests, 
I have employed heavy pigments such as red lead, litharge and, finally, fine copper powder: in fact 
some time ago, I found some recipes of the mid 16th century that explain how to make it and even 
how to produce fine silver and gold powders. Here are the recipes from Don Alessio Piemontese I secreti 
(Venice 1555). 



                    Copper powder recipe                                         Silver and gold powder recipe  
                      
Any hypotheses that try to explain how the old gut lute basses were made should respect all the seven 
criteria mentioned above. Any criticism is always welcome but, on the condition, that the alternatives 
one place on the table can actually cover all of the criteria, not just two or three because all of them 
come from historical sources.

Objections to the theory of loaded strings, and counter-arguments

Having said that, here are the most common arguments against gut loading theory.

1) Home-made roped strings, or ‘split ends’ as an alternative, to fit narrow bridge holes

Charles Besnainou (‘La fabrication des cordes eten particulier comment répondre aux questions po-
sées par les cordes anciennes’, lecture at Corde Factum, Puurs, May 2008) presented the idea of using 
an ordinary gut string,of sufficient length, of a diameter to pass through a small bridge hole, ‘fold’ it in 
half, and then twist it into a roped string directly on the instrument. An alternative would be for the 
string maker to make the roped string and leave one end open and untwisted, enabling it to be tied 
with that end on the bridge using some complex type of knot (the string must stay perfectly centred 
on the bridge in relation to the octave).  The resulting string is bumped.

Counter-arguments

This hypothesis simply discards the technically easier solution: why not simply drill slightly bigger 
holes in the bridge as many lute players who like to play with all-gut basses do today? 
   Twisting two strings into some sort of D-I-Y rope still requires the strings to be wetted beforehand 
and then carefully twisted with some tool in a perfectly regular manner: no treatise of the time ever 
mentions a lutenist needing such a complex know-how, nor that he should employ a long thin string 
and rope it himself, nor that he should sit still for an hour holding the string’s end securely between 
his fingers waiting for it to be perfectly dry. 



Besnainou’s theory, if we compare it with the seven criteria, lacks supporting evidence, as does  Ephraim 
Segerman’s theory concerning the bumped roped strings: it is interesting enough to remember that the 
etymological connection between the name ‘catline’ and a possible nautical term was actually never 
supported by documents, and then in the 1990s it was refuted by Segerman himself who switched to 
considering ‘Catalugna’ as the origin of this name but without any direct evidence.27 
   This means in consequence that the connection between a roped structure and the name catline 
or catlin is no longer supported. Actually, these kinds of strings were made in northern Italy (in the 
Bologna area) and they are mentioned mostly in old English sources; Unfortunately, we do not know 
what the Italian stringmakers and players called them or how they were made.
   Here is a list of what I consider  to be a lack of practical and historical evidence. 
a) Can a lute working at 1.0-1.5 kg tension actually work? No. (Try for yourself ).
b) Did a top string of a gauge of 0.26 mm exist? There is no evidence for this at all, for reasons already 

explained.
c) Were bumped bass strings ever mentioned in old sources? There is no evidence at all. Whenever 

this technique actually existed, it was expressly mentioned: Mersenne mentions that the cittern’s 
thicker metal strings were obtained using a long wire, then doubled, bent in two and the two por-
tions twisted together in order to obtain a fuller and better sound—while in the case of gut strings, 
he wrote that they were made smooth by means of an abrasive grass. 

       There is a very interesting piece of evidence against the bumped strings hypothesis: Mersenne was 
clearly aware that a roped string makes a better and fuller sound than a plain string; despite this, 
he did not mention this practice (i.e. the roped structure) in the section concerning gut strings.

e) Are modern bumped or indeed ‘wet-roped’ smooth gut strings are powerful enough to cover the 
sound of the upper strings? There is no evidence for this at all. Try yourself by comparison with the 
sound of upper strings, as is mentioned in the old sources.

f )  Were lute gut bass strings bumped roped gut strings made by the player himself or herself using a 
long ‘meane’ string, then doubled, bent in two and then the two strings twisted together?  There 
is no evidence for this at all: the sources of the 17th century mention three sorts of strings and all 
were made directly by the stringmaker: trebles, meanes and basses. This includes all basses. They 
were called: Lyons, Venice Catlines, Nuremberg basses, ‘deep red’ Pistoys. (Dowland op. cit. fn. 5; 
Burwell, op. cit. fn. 9; Mace op. cit. fn.10).

       For this theory to be valid, one should expect that only the trebles and mean types would be 
mentioned. Also one should expect no particular name for the basses, and perhaps even a few 
explanations on how to make these home-made basses might have survived (maybe with a short 
description concerning the special tool able to twist the two portions of the string together).

g) Do any old paintings and/or old documents show or explain this strange method described by 
Charles Besnainou of fitting the strings into the bridge hole?  Again, no evidence at all. 

       Here is what we can actually see on these few examples—which incidentally show a fine array of 
coloured strings.

      Laurent de La Hyre (1606–1656): detail              Eglon van der Neer, mid 18th century: detail



Bylcius, mid 17th century: detail 

Cornelis Norbertus Gijsbrechts, 1659–83

h)  Do the old treatises mention anything about the existence of some special tool for making these 
home-made roped bass lute strings using very long means drawn into two halves over a hook 
whose two returning halves are twisted together?  No.

i) Is there any historical source that clearly mentions that the Venice Catlines were made roped or 
even that there is a link with a nautical term or to a Catalan origin? Not at all.

To continue points used against used against loading theory:

2) No direct evidence or recipes exist from the stringmakers of the past relating to the loading 
of gut
 
Counter-arguments

It is true that at present there is no direct evidence related to a process of the loading of gut (a string-
maker’s recipe; a document that mentioned that the gut of the basses was treated in some way to make 
it denser, for example). 



Actually, no direct information exists at all from the 16 and 17th century string makers concerning 
their art in general; this is not just true for the bass gut string technology. For example, we do not even 
have a clear, direct description concerning how roped strings were made by string makers; we just have 
just proof of the presence of the ‘orditori’ or ropewalk machines in some 16th and 17th string maker’s 
workshops. The string makers’ art was always closely guarded; they did not explain their secrets in 
books or even in some handwritten documents—or in any form—that would have been available to 
everybody. There are rather indirect clues and evidence that can give a clear vision of how things prob-
ably were done at the time. 
   In theoretical terms, here is an example of the importance of indirect evidence: the planet Pluto was 
known about but not seen directly by a telescope for almost 50 years or more. Despite that, people 
knew well that it existed through their knowledge of the force of its gravitational effects on the planet 
Uranus:18 this is a case of indirect evidence that became direct evidence through calculations, like some 
of the arguments here, I believe.
   Having said that, I would like to point out the very interesting presence of barrels of hide glue in 
some stringmaking workshops of the 17th century: ‘Un barilozzo con dentro libbre 30 in circa di colla 
cerviona’ (a small barrel containing about 30 pounds of hide glue’. Containers with red-dye are also 
mentioned: of course, we cannot know whether that was employed for dye, or loading the gut. (see 
Patrizio Barbieri; op. cit 13 p. 97).  
   Generally speaking I can say that glue was never used in the traditional or even in the modern gut 
stringnmaker’s art; instead, it is absolutely necessary, for many good reasons, when one is making 
loaded gut strings today.
   The incorporation of insoluble, mineral pigments into wax, silk, wood, cloth, ink, hair etc may be 
perceived as very strange today, even though it was a very common practice in those times. So an ad-
dition of insoluble thin pigments/thin copper powder on fresh gut ribbons was surely nothing strange 
for people of the 16th and 17th centuries. To some extent, it is a procedure that was very similar to 
many of the silk-dyeing processes of those times where they sometimes used to charge this material 
with heavy insoluble substances.  
   There are many surviving 16th and 17th-century books and manuscripts, for example, that explain 
how to incorporate cinnabar or litharge or similar substances into several different materials, such as 
silk, hair, wood, paper, wax, etc.19

Recipes from Giovanventura Rossetti’s Plichto . . .(Venezia, 1568) book of dyeing recipes



I have said that there is no direct evidence—in the West—related to a process of the loading of gut. 
However, we have recently discovered a chinese source that seems to confirm that copper, gold, silver 
as well as ceramics (etc.) as powders were employed by the old Chinese stringmakers to charge silk 
strings for the Guqin: this is a direct evidence that heavy substances were employed to charge musical 
strings; see: http://www.silkqin.com/02qnpu/05tydq/ty1b.htm#yongyao

3) Modern loaded strings (and so also those of the 16/17th century) are not transparent or 
translucent 

Some scholars believe that the loading of gut cannot be a real historical option because it would have 
made the bass strings opaque and not transparent or translucent as mentioned by John Dowland.  (op. 
cit. fn. 5). 
                              
Counter-arguments

Any possible mention of transparency/ translucence related to bass strings is limited exclusively to 
the Varietie of Lute Lessons. In fact, in the Burwell Lute Tutor,  and treatises of Thomas Mace and 
Marin Mersenne there is nothing on that subject. In other words, to extend this to include as well 
the mid17th century bass gut strings such as ‘Lyons’ and ‘Pistoys’ (which Dowland never described), 
seems to be placing too much weight on one piece of evidence. These are the salient passages: 

Now because Trebles are the principall strings we need to get, choose them of a faire and cleere whitish 
gray, or ash-colour, and take one of the knots . . . 

Dowland here says that Trebles are good when they look clear or clear ash-grey but always transparent. 
Then: 

This choosing of strings is not alone for Trebles [first course], but also for small and great Meanes [second 
and third courses]: greater strings though they be ould are better to be borne withall, so the colour be 
good, but if they be fresh and new they will be cleere against the light, though their colour be blackish. 

Here Dowland says that the same criteria employed to check the quality of the Trebles must be ap-
plied also to the small and medium Meanes (strings for the second and third courses) that are fatter 
strings than the Trebles just mentioned before. Then he starts to describe the coloured strings and all 
the related commercial names, behaviours etc:  it is clear that he is still speaking of small and medium 
Meanes and Trebles: 

Some strings there are which are coloured, out of which choose the lightest colours, viz. Among Green 
choose the Sea-water, of Red the Carnation, and of Blew the Watchet. Now these strings as they are of 
two sorts, viz. Great and Small: so either sort is pact up in sundry kindes, to wit, the one sort of smaller 
strings (which come from Rome and other parts of Italy) are bound up by certaine Dozens in bundels; 
these are very good if they be new, if not, their strength doth soone decay: the other sort are pact up in 
Boxes, and come out of Germany: of these, those strings which come from Monnekin and Mildorpe, are 
and continue the best. Likewise there is a kinde of strings of a more fuller and larger sort then ordinary 
(which we call Gansars). These strings for the sizes of the great and small Meanes, are very good, but the 
Trebles are not strong. Yet also there is another sort of the smaller strings, which are made at Livornio in 
Tuscanio: these strings are rolled up round together, as if they were a companie of horse hayres. These are 
good if they be new, but they are but halfe Knots. Note there is some store of these come hither lately, 
and are here made up, and passe for whole Knots. 



Then, after a full stop he starts to speak about the basses:

For the greater sorts or Base strings, some are made at Nurenburge, and also at Straesburge, and bound 
up onely in knots like other strings. These strings are excellent, if they be new, if not, they fall out starke 
false. The best strings of this kinde are double knots joyned together, and are made at Bologna in Lum-
bardie, and from thence are sent to Venice: from which place they are transported to the Martes, and 
therefore commonly called Venice Catlines.

Having said that, here are my observations :

1)  When he introduces the description of the bass strings, there is a clear separation of this from the 
Meanes, by way of a full stop. There is no description of how these bass strings look. So, any transpar-
ency / translucence is related to the Meanes & Trebles only.  
2) We should not overlook the fact that when he describes a given sort of string, he (like Mace) al-
ways uses a capital letter (i.e. Trebles, Meanes, Basses). This is not the case when he mentions ‘greater 
strings’, in the above passage, where he is referring to what comes just before the colon (and the co-
lon, when it does not open a list of items, is explanatory, to make clear a concept that has just been 
exposed), i.e. the Meanes. 
3)  It is worth noting that even an unloaded roped string (the only suggested alternative to the loading 
of gut), thanks to the high double twisting of the paired strings (which do not have their fibres com-
pletely glued to each other so there is always some air enclosed), is in fact opaque and not translucent 
to light, especially if it is dyed. Actually, the only string that is truly transparent (but only if it is not 
too thick) is a low twist gut string.

Conclusions

My serious, clear questions are still there: why were all these bridge holes not made bigger?  It is not 
necessary to be a graduate from a university to be able to do this easy job. The most important lute 
sources wrote that the lute must have the same feel of tension on all the strings: with such narrow holes 
for the bass strings how it is possible to achieve that (when for Treble, the thinnest whole gut gauge is 
0.38–0.40 mm)? 
   The second question: How it is possible that the old gut lute basses were so loud while ours (roped 
guts) are so weak?
   It is rather hard to understand why some scholars introduce complicated and to some extent illogical 
explanations in order to avoid confronting such clear and plain evidence: the narrow holes found on 
all these original lutes and the impossibility of playing at 1 kg (or less) tension; the technical impos-
sibility of producing first strings thinner than 0.40 mm gauge;  the very good performance of 17th-  
century gut basses that are described in comparison with the upper strings etc.
Some explanations, avoiding the loaded gut theory, seem unnecessarily complex or contrived: the 
hypothesis of the self-made roped strings using one very long Meanes string, twisted in the middle 
by way of a special tool to obtain a thicker roped string, to me does seem an example of this, unless I 
have misunderstood something.
   A second example of a contrived argument to find an explanation for those narrow bass bridge holes, 
is the introduction by some scholars of the idea that lutes of the past worked with two different de-
grees of tension on the same instrument: one very low, for the Basses, and another higher for Trebles and 
Meanes. This is despite the fact that almost all of the lute treatises of those times wrote that the right set-
up is for all the strings have the same feel of tension and that the biggest mistake on lutes is when some 
strings are stiff and some are slack,20 for instance Thomas Mace (Musick’s Monument, London 1676): 

The very principal observation in the stringing of a lute. Another general observation must be this, which 
indeed is the chiefest; viz. that what siz’d lute soever, you are to string, you must so suit your strings, as 



(in the tuning you intend to set it at) the strings may all stand, at a proportionable, and even stiffness, 
otherwise there will arise two great inconveniences; the one to the performer, the other to the auditor. 
And here note, that when we say, a lute is not equally strung, it is, when some strings are stiff, and some 
slack. (Mace op. cit. fn. 10)

The Mary Burwell lute tutor (c.1670): 

When you stroke all the stringes with your thumbe you must feel an even stiffnes which proceeds from 
the size of the stringes. (Burwell. op. cit. fn. 9)

John Dowland (Varietie of Lute Lessons, ed. Robert Dowland, 1610):

But to our purpose: these double bases likewise must neither be stretched too hard, nor too weake, but 
that they may according to your feeling in striking with your thombe and finger equally counterpoyse the 
trebles. (Dowland op. cit. 5)

Most performers start to perceive a different feel of tension when the difference starts to exceed a 
semitone of tension. Within that limit they do not perceive any difference; we are in the region of the 
equal feel of tension. Some players are even more sensitive but they are an exception. The conclusion 
is that if the bass strings are working at very low tensions, they are clearly perceived by most players as 
‘slack’, uneven with the upper strings:  we are far from the so called even feel of tension mentioned by 
all the 17th-century lute treatises. 
   In conclusion, the hypothesis that lutes of the past worked with two degrees of tension is not histori-
cally sustainable.
   What can be an historical alternative to the to the loading of lute bass gut strings?  Well, I have often 
tried to find any other logical explanation but I have always failed:  if the bass gut strings are not made 
denser in some way, the tension becomes dramatically too low to be managed (with a strong increase 
in pitch and fret distortion); the string becomes weak (while in the hisrorical past they were rather 
loud); as a further consequence, the first, second strings (within the condition on the equal feel of ten-
sion) would need to become too thin for the biology of the sheep. Vivi felice!

Appendix 1

Lute strings and their names

Lute strings produced in the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries, unlike today, were identified by names 
that immediately pointed to the place of provenance, as a clear sign of quality. This particular aspect, 
in a historical period where copyright did not exist, explains the severity with which the corporations 
of string makers prosecuted commercial frauds, including string makers within the same corporation 
if they were caught cheating. Giving the client absolute guarantee that Munich strings were actually 
produced in Munich remained the highest priority throughout centuries of lute history. 
   Another point to underline is the manufacturing specialisation typical of different geographical 
areas: in some regions, for instance, string makers would devote themselves to bass strings, in other 
regions to treble strings, with astonishing commercial success. Florence (bass strings) and Rome (tre-
bles) are emblematic examples. 
   This does not mean that Florence produced no treble strings at all, we simply wish to point out that 
if certain areas gradually specialised in a specific product, it was because they must have found a way 
to excel in it—be it through the high quality standards, or through new products and more rational 
and improved methods of production. 
   Sources from the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries specifically describing the production of strings for 
plucked and bowed instruments are scanty, particularly concerning the lute, which was the most dif-
ficult instrument to string. 



Regarding the Age of Enlightenment we have an interesting paradox: at a time when the Encyclopae-
dists started for the first time to describe in detail the string makers’ art (together with some important 
aspects of stringing for bowed instruments, mandolin and especially 5-course guitar) we know virtu-
ally nothing about the lute in S. L. Weiss’s time: our instrument had already fallen in a dark corner of 
history which no Light of Reason could illuminate any more. 

Historical sources

15th century 

We have no commercial denomination whatsoever for lute strings. 

16th century 

The earliest mention of different types of strings come from the manuscript of the Venetian nobleman 
Vincenzo Capirola (c.1517): for the first time we have a description of strings of superior quality 
from Munich (Bavaria); a type of string called ‘Ganzer’ is also mentioned, whose origin is not quite 
clear, although it might hint at a roped structure (see below). Unfortunately, Capirola does not specify 
where on the instrument the strings he mentions were employed. 
   Another known source is Adrian Le Roy (A Briefe and plaine instruction . . . London 1574). Le Roy 
writes that the best strings are those manufactured in Munich (or near it), or in the town of L’Aquila, 
in Italy: ‘. . . the best come to us of Almaigne, on this side the toune of Munic, and from Aquila in 
Italie. . . ‘After this interesting start he goes on to describing how to tell a good string from a false one. 
He, too, gives no further information about where on the instrument the strings he mentions were 
employed. This scanty information is all we have from the 16th century concerning the names and 
qualities of lute strings.

17th century 

The first author who finally throws a bit of light on the question of lute strings is John Dowland, in 
his essay in the Varietie . . . of 1610   He divides strings as follows:  
—‘Trebles’: ‘from Rome and other parts of Italy’; ‘from Monnekin and Mildorpe’ (most probably 
Munich and Meldorf, both in Germany); besides, he mentions other thin strings, ‘which &c’. 
—Small and Great Meanes: Gansars 
—Base: Nuremburge &c. (the best Basses, according to Dowland, are made in Bologna, in ‘Lom-
bardy’) 
   In Dowland’s work we can see a certain tendency to confusion when describing the Meanes as string 
typology: it is not quite clear, for instance, whether the smaller strings made in Livorno are Trebles or 
Meanes, just as it is not clear whether the coloured strings he mentions belong to the Trebles or to the 
Meanes (or both). Echoing Capirola, he also mentions Gansars. 
   Next comes Michelangelo Galilei who on 6 August 1617, from Munich, wrote to his brother, ask-
ing him to get him four thick strings from Florence, for his own and his pupils’ needs. Unfortunately, 
we do not know the commercial name of those strings. 
   In the Mary Burwell lute tutor (c.1670) we read: ‘The good stringes are made at Rome or about 
Rome and none that are good are made in any other place except the great strings and octaves that are 
made in Lyons att Fraunce and noe where else’.
   Here, too, no particular novelties: it confirms what already stated by Mersenne (1636), that the best 
strings came from Rome. What is new, though, is that bass strings and octaves were made in Lyon. 
Thomas Mace (1676) is definitely our most exhaustive and valuable source. Like Dowland, he de-
scribes three typologies of strings: 



—Trebles: top three courses and octave sixth: Minikins; 
—Meanes: fourth and fifth and all remaining octaves: Venice catlins; 
—Basses: Pistoys and Lyons. 
Mace, like Dowland, also mentions coloured strings, but is also not clear whether they were used as 
Trebles or Meanes (or both). 
   Romans, Venice Catlins and Lyons appear again in James Talbot’s manuscript (c.1695), as strings 
for violin and bass violin. 
This sums up all the information we have about string typologies in the 17th century. 

18th century 

We have no specific terminology about Lute strings. 

In conclusion, the names given to lute strings in the 17th century always refer to their place of ori-
gin, with two exceptions: Catlins (or Catlines) and Gansars. The former were produced, at least in 
Dowland’s time, in Italy. We do not know what the Italians called them, though. In the 18th century 
terms like Catlins/Catlines, Lyons, Pistoys etc disappear completely, to give place to a more generic 
denomination such as: ‘strings made in . . .’ 
   All-gut bass strings made by string makers gave way after the second half of the 17th century to 
wound basses, which were wound up by the lute maker or even, sometime, by the player himself. 
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